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ALTITUDE INSTRUMENTS.
PART L

ALTLIWI’ERS AND BAROGRAPHS.
and W. G. BEOMBAOQIR.
By A. H. MEAES,H. B. HIHEICKSON,
INTRODUCTION.

This report is “Section II of a series of reports on aeronautic instr&uents
(Te&nical Re“ ports Nos. 125 to 132, inchsive) prepared by the aeronautic instrument
section of the Bureau
of Standards under resemch authorizatitms formulated and recommended by the subcommittee
cm aerodynamics and approved by the NationaI Advisory Committee for Aeronaut-ice.
Much
of the material contained in this report was made avadable through the cooperation of the
War and Navy Departments.
This part discusses briefly barometric altitude determinations,
and describes in detail the
principaI types of altimeters and barographs used in aeronautic
during the recent war. This
is foIlowed by a discussion of performance requirements for such instruments
and an account
of the methods of ksting developed by the Bureau of Standards.
The paper concludes with
Mbrief account of the reqdts of recant investigations,.
the altitude of aimr$t
above the
AMmeters tmd barographs =e used for determining
a continuous
ground, the former giving direct indications on a cM, and the latter funkhing
record on a chart.
For accurate measurements
of altitude, reference must also be made to thermometer
readings of atmospheric temp”krature, since the sltitude is not fixed by atmospheric pressure
alone. This matter is discussed in the follow@ section on barometric altitude determination.
Obviously, any instrument which purports to detmnine
altitude soIeIy from observations of
atmospheric condition is Iiable to some uncertainty
unless very complete observations of the”
state of the atmosphere are taken throughout
the entire period of time and over the entire
region of space corresponding to the flight, including simultaneous observation” on me ground.
Thus the determination
of. the most probable altitude horn barometric
observations
requires an elaborate system of observations and intricate computations.
Fortunately for many
purposes extreme accuracy is not neceswu-y. It is possible to make altitude observations by
direct reading of the altimeter without my computations or snpplementary
observations, provided an accuracy of 10 or 15 per cent is deemed suf3cient.
This is done by having the altimeter dial graduated directly in aItitude units, based on- the assumption of some particular
cad ant vtdue for atmospheric temperature.
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BAROMETRIC ALTITUDE DEIXEMINAITON.

It is a comparatively
simple mattm to deduce mathematically
the reIation connecting
pressure, temperature,
and altitude for a perfectly stationary atmosphere treated es an ideaI
gas. If proper account is taken of the actual variation of temperature
vertically throughout
the air column such a relation VW be sufficient for most purposes of altitude determination.
This relation may be referred to as the general altitude equation, which may be written in either
of the forms
(1)

(2)
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JIvidcntly the choice between the two forms in any practical problem depends whether the
absolute temperature
0, has been given as a function of pressure p or as n function of tiltitudo
equation
L. In the foregoing equations R is the gas constant which occurs in the characteristic
of an ideal gas—
(3)
pv = R8
where v is the specific volume (reciprocal of density); g denotes as usmd tho acceleration of
gravity; and p. represents the barometric pressure at the ground, where the altit udo ii is zero.
An example of a case where the temperature is given as a function of pressuro is found in
Radau’s law. This is the empirical law assumed in graduating the dials of most of tho nltimcters manufactured in France.
Evidently when 0 is given explicitly as somo algebraic function
of p with numerical constants, the integration
can be completely worked out. Upon substituting suitable numerical values for the actual gas constant of the atmosphcro R and for
gravity g in appropriate
units, there results a definite working fern-ndn connecting dtitudc
with pressure.
“
Radau’s law makes the temperature
a linear function of pressure.
The. advantages, however, of assuming the temperature to be a linear function of altitude rather than pressure ha-m
recently been urged by some authorities, and in this case the other form of the general equation
would be used.
The chief value of the general relation given abo-re is, however, for the determination
of
probable altitude in cases where the temperature variation has not been given mathematically
but by actual observations taken throughout the flight. In such instances the integration may
be worked out graphically or by some numerical sbp-by-step
method,
Unhs tho temperature
has been actually observed all the way up the air column, it is of course impossible to arri-rc tit
any very accurate altitude determination.
So much for the use of the general altitude equation as it stands.
This relation may ho
An example of the altitude pressure relation when rcduccd to its
be simplified or extended.
very sbnplest form is found in the graduation of British and American altimeters.
In both cases this simplification consists in assuming for the air coIumn a strictly uniform
temperature
of 50° F. (10° C.). Thus the temperature
comes outside of the integral sign,
making the altitude proportional to the logarithm of the pressure ratio.
The value of the gas
constant and other constants adopted from the Smithsonian lf et.eorological Tabhx as a bask
for American practice are such as ta lead to the formula:
.29.90

h= 62900 log,O ~

(4)

In this equation, h represents the altitude in feet corresponding to .a pressure p in inches of
AU berican
altimeter dials are graduated-in accordance with this formula.
British
mercury,
altimeters are graduated by means of substantially
the same formula, the difference being
negligible for practical pufposes.
While British and. American altimebr” Scaia are in substantial agreemen~, thoso adop~ecl
on the continent of Europe differ considerably and are not interchangeable.
Vi’hen the available data and the importance of the determination
warrant an cmtcnsion
of the general altitude relation, some of the factors which may welI be taken account of are the
following: Variation of barometric pressure on the ground during tha time of flight; variation
of the gas constant or even departure from the law of an ideal gas, due to humidity; effect of
the wind in modifying the normal static distribution of pressure; small correction for variation
of gratity with altitude, etc.
The foregoing discussion is intended to indicata some of the difficulties inherent in the
determination
of altitude horn a knowledge of barometric
pressure even if the prcssurcmeasuring imtrument itdf were mechanically perfect.
.
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PRINCIPLES OF AL’ITMETER CONSTRUCTION.

The altimeter is not necessarily different from any other form of meroid barometer except
that the principal scale on the diaI is graduated in altitude units, vMe the pressure scale is
USUdy omitted.
k a matter of fact the altitude scale k“ usually also a sde of equaI parts.
This is a great convenience because it wotid otherw& not be mathematically
legitimate for
the aItitude scale to be rotated in order to make the zero.settbg
at the start of the f@ht.
This
error in design occurs in the older forms of aneroid barometer, such as the familiar pocket &iie
used in survey-kg and mountain cIimbing, in which the preqsure scaIe is usualIy equally spaced.
Consequently the 1,000-foot intervals on the eltitude smde are about tmice as close together in
the neighborhood
of the 20,000-foot point as they are at sea level, in accordmme with the
logaritbmetic reIation (equation 4). Suppose, now, that the pressure on the ground has shifted
half an inch from its normal value.
With the older style aneroid, having a movable aItitude
scale on the bezel ring, the zero setting would naturaUy be made by turning the scale half an
inch of pressure, which means about i500 feet at sea level but about 1,000 feet at the other end
if the total aItitude is, say, 20,000 feet. Thus m error of 500 feet is inadvertently
introduced.
For accurate work an unequally spaced altitude scale should not be rotated.
It should be
clamped in position and the altitude found by subtracting the initial altitude reading (on the
ground) from the final altitude reading (at &e top of me climb).
This awkward procedure is-eliminated in the aItimeter, where the equally spaced divisions
The action of an altimeter is otherwise sindar to
of the altitude wcale do permit rotation.
that of any aneroid barometer.
The essentiel parts of an meroid are the pressure measuring element, the hnsnuzs . ion or
multiplying mechanism, and the indicating element.. In addition, auxiliary devices are sometimes introduced to compwte
for possible sources of error, notably temperature
changes.
Throughout the discussion of the Merent sMmeter desigg which follows later, the description
WU in every case be taken Up successively witi reftice
to these four features; namely, the
pressure element, the mechanism, the indicating element, and the canpemation.
While one of the earliest forms of aneroid employed a Bourdon tube for the pressure element, the forms adopted in aviation invariably have for the pressure alement some combinaThe springs serve to weigh the totaI force
tion of flexible diaphragm and stiff steel spring.
due to air prwure
acting on the diaphragms, ~ter the ftion
of my spring balance.
The
Iarger the diaphragg,
the greater a
be tie total force available to actuate the spring.
AS
C~S a large for% action is desirable ~ order tit
a general principle, iU titr~~~
Of ~
friction and similar sources Of error may have a rdatidy
SMd influence.
The diaphra=vacuum boxes, because there is usualIy a fairly high
boxes or capsuk
are commordy ded
vacu~
inside the box. This m-odd not be necessary so far as the mechanical operation of
the instrument is concerned, provided the temperature
couId be held constant.
The practice
of exhausting the boxes to a @h degree is merely to avoid Chnge of pressure due to qmnsion
or contraction of the cofied
air -when heated or cooled. The diaphragms are corrugated in
They are commonly constructed of German siIver (tickel
order to make them more flexible.
brass) although other materials have been used to a less extent..
The mechanism for multiplbg
tie motion of the sp@,
so tiit a large deflection of the
pointer may be reaLized, has been developed in a great mmiety of forms.
The numerical muMplying power rsnges in diilerent typw from about 200 to 800. Various combinations
of levers,
sometimes together with cam motiom or gem,
a
be feud ti the description
which foIlow.
The indicating element in altimetem CODSiStSortimfly
of a pokt= moving over a graduated dial Various methods me used for graduat@
the did amd contiom
the zero adjustment.
The microscopes, verniers, and micrometer screws which have been used on surveying aneroids
OpticaI indicating devicw have bem tried but are not
axe not found m the aviation type.
in common use.
The compensation
of altimeters. almost ~v~ably
.~~udstatic bakmcing of the
mechanism by counterweight
so as to. overcome as far ss possible the error due ,to inchoation
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of the instrument,
or to linear accelerations.
If not otherwise specitled it may be assumed
that such balancing has been satisfactorily
accomplished.
Angular aocelerations are also
always present at the instrument board of an airplane.
Compensation for such accelerations
is more difEcult, and seems not to have been seriously attempted except in a recent French
Some of the altimeters developed at the beginning of the war were rejected on
instrument.
account of faulty balanoing in this respect.
Temperature compensation is frequently provided for by the bimetallic method, or by mgulati~ the mount of air in the vacuum box when the instruments
,manufactured, or by both methods.
The bimetallic method consists in providing a compound bar in some part of the lever system;
for example, a brass lever with a thin steel strip welded onto it. Change of tcmperaturo produces curvature in such a bar if normally straight; and it should be so ddgned
that the a-mount
of curvature per unit change of temperature will compensate for the deflection of the pointer
which would otherwise take place at “constant pressure due to temperature change.
It wiu bo
observed that this form of compensation does not-necessarily compensate for the change in the
Even if an instrument
is so compensated
sensitivity of the instrument
with temperature.
that the pointer will not respond to temperature changes while the pressure is constant, it is
still possible that the amount of deflection for unit change of pressure will be different at differWithout bimetallic compensation }here maybe a partial degree of compenent temperature.
sation, satisfactory
over a very limited temperature
interval at atmospheric pressure, provided for by the atiion
of air into the vacuum box before sealing it up.
ALTIMETERS OF THE D-SPRING TYPE.
.

S130RT& NfASON.
One of the oldest and best known aneroid movements is the
Short L%Mason (Q. 1). The Tycos altimeter, the Neko produced
during the war, and severaI other British instruments
such as the
A. T. Reynolds, and S. Smith & Sons altimeters aro substantially
identical in generaI design with the Short k Mason instrument so
far as a brief dw.ription
would show.
These instruments form the principal group coming under what
I
)
is known as the D+pring type. The Short & Mason instrument will
FIV.L4hort& I&mm dthnetff.
be taken as an exanmle and described in deta~l. Other instruments
need be described only so far as they deviate from this one.
drawing of the Short a Mason althnetcr.
Figure 2 shows a top and side view ~bly
The large steel mainepri~
(10 h~ somew~t the form Of a lettir Jl in cross section and is known
to the trade as a D-spring; henm tie d=ignation of this type of construction.
Historically the
The
original form of this mechati?
~ i~ main feat~es~ wss devised by Naudet in France.
present ~audet Mmetar wilI be described later.
The pressure element ti tie Short a M=on ~timetir
consish of “Mo D-spring (10), toge~er
with one vacuum box which is coupled
to it by means of a knife-edge.
The vacuum
box is made up of two cormgated diap~w
wtich me formed so ss to overlap at the rim
The bottom diaphragm is attached ta the base
where they are joined together by soldering.
plate (6) by means of a very stout sorew and nut (15). If the top and bottom were not
forcibly held apart during efiaustion
the vacuum box would conapse under a~ospherio
pressure. The tension in the mainspfig
iS so adj~kd by he carriage screws (8 and 9) as to hold
the top and bottom tiaphrag~
approxima~y
pm~~
under normal atiospher.ic
pressurc—
lf the air pressure is now decreased, as it will be in flying to
if anything, slightly concave.
a higher altitude, the atimphtic
pr=ure,
on fie s.tiace of the vacuu
box diminishes, relieving the tension on the spring md ~owkg
the free end to deflect upward.
This movement
is of the order of 1 milbeter
in 20,000 feet of altitude.
The movement of the free md of the mfiprkg
is transmitted to the pointer by means of
This, in the Short /% Mason instrument,
begins with the main
the multiplying mechauism.
A

,
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lever (32) and a floating Iink (20) which connects the end of the main Lwer with the regdator
spindIe (17). The M is not attached to the rigid part of the regnIator spindle but to the
reguIator spring (18), which is a flexible strip offset from the axis of rotation of the reguIator
spindle by a distance fixed by the pmition of a small adjusting screw shown in the drawing.
Thus the upvmrd motion of the D-spring due to a diminution of air pressure causes the floating
MC (20) to puH up on the regulator spring, thus rotating
the regdator
spindIe counterclockwise in the drawing.
From the middIe of the regulator spindle a straight lever (19) projects
in an upward direction.
A fie brass chain (48) transmits the movement of the upper end of
this lever (19) over to the chain arbor (49). The ohsin winds and unwinds on this arbor,
which is connected with a hairspring (43) for taHng up Iost motion.
The chain arbor forms a
solid part of the pointer spindle (47). Thus the motion of the vacuum box and sptig is trammitted successively through the main ~ever (32), the link (20), the regulator spindle (17), the
lever (19), chain (48), and chain arbor (49) to the pointer or hand (52) which moves over the
graduated dial (4).
From the side-view drawing in figure 2 it wiIl be”
seen that the initial position of the lever (19) has a
8.
~o
.-l
good deal to do wi~ the uniformity of the altitude
scale. The muMplying poww may be constant in an
ordinary aneroid, but must be made ta vary logaritbmaticalIy in the altimeter.
This is not aIways a
simple matter and constitutes one of the reasons for
the great variety of multiplying mechanisms “in existence.
The indicating eknent
of the Short & Mason
instrument consists of the pointer (52),; the dial (4),
which is movable and which carries the aMtude
graduations; and tie dial (5) whioh is stationary but
not graduated.
Teeth are cut in the outside circumference of the movable dial which mesh with pinion
(31). This pinion is actuated
by means of the
knurled lmob (28). In order, therefore, to adjust
the zero point of the altitude scale to coincide with
the position of dM pointer at the start of a f3ight it
is only nece.ssmy to turn the lmob (28).
The temperature compensation of the Short &
Mason instrument is accomplished at sea-level pressure by the usual bimetallic method.
The main
I?Ie.2.—R.A.F. Mark V anaroid.
lever (32) has a thin steeI strip (33) welded onto the
tip side. For this reason the main lever is commonly known as the compound bar.
The details referred to in figure 2 may also be recognized in the photographic dew of tie
dismantled Short & Mason altimeter (Q 3).

In the %hneider rihimeter the pressure element is substantially
the sane as in the Short &
Mason type.
h place of the Mmvell point, groove, and phme mounting of the spring carriage,
the carriage is held in position by three screws, two of which end in points, and the third in a
polished plane.
Lock nuts are provided on the cmriage screws. This company has also made
aneroids with std vacuum boxes.
The multiplying mechanism, although similar in arrangement
to the Short & Won,
is
different in one respect: The chain arbor block is ‘machined with a spiral groove of variable
radius “Wss to produce a unifornily spaced altitude sode.
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The indicating elerneut is similar to the usual form but withou~ the stationary dial.
Ordinarily tho bimctti]lic bar has been incorThe temperature compensation is bimetallic.
porated in the main lever, but in some samples the lever from the regu~ator spindlo has l.wn
used instead.
.
NAUDET.

The Naudet instrument
(fig. 4) is sirnply a modification for aeronautic uso of tho original .
aneroid barometer of the D+pring type, which they were the first to develop,
The descriptions of the Short & Mason instrument abovo will serve to give an iclcn of the essentitds of the
Naudet construction.
The pressure element differs from the Short & Mason in that tho main spring carriage is
The modified form of the regulator spindle in thti inshwrncnt
swung on cylindrical bearings.
should be noted (fig. 4). The re=@ator spring (18) is free to Inovc about an axis pPrpmdicular to the a.ti of the regulator spindle (17) and
is therefore capable of adjustment
in two planes.
Thk adjustment is obtained by means of screws (21)
find (21a).
f.m
OIdv.. one dial is .movided. which is movable and
The’ usual bimetallic comis graduated in meters.
-au
pensation is provided.
-21
-19
la

“r -’”

fo

6“

FtG.?.-Short&Mason altlmder

F~a.L-D&gramrnecbanism
MNalxlct

diassembhi.

alth.kw.

COLQMBEL.

Another French altimeter ia ve.fy similar ta the Naudet.
In addition to the movablo altitude scale, them is also provided a stationary dial graduated in millimeters of mercury.
The pointer of @ inshmment may be set to the true pressuro by means of the ndjUStlnOnt
of the carriage screvri This is accomplished by adjusting tlm regulatm screw through a hole
in the bottom. of the instrument c.iwe, as is the practice in surveying and weather aneroids.
,
KNUDSEN.

This instrument of Danish constmmtion has a pressure eIement similar to the others except
that the center portion of the spring.is machined out.
In place of the usual regulator spring th;ro
The -multipl,ying mechanism is also different.
ia a pin which slides in and out of a transverse hole in the regulator spindle and which is clampcd
in position by a set screw.
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The movabIe dt.itude dial graduated in mete~ is r@ated by means of the knurled bezel.
It mows otiei a stationary dia$ a d“sect6r
of which is graduated in millimeters.
TIM temperature compensation is bimetallic.
GERMAN ALTIMETES.

—
..—

“

This ahimeter (monogram GL) has been found in two slightly Werent forms (figs. 5 and 6).
The cari~me screws point upward and fit in conical cups in the. carriage.
The carriag~adjusting
screw is placed in the base of the instrument and acts ~mainst the arm of the carriage.
The chain and hairspring are arranged contrary to the usual manner so that the pointer
moves clochtie
for increas~o aItitude.
The main Iever connecting the D-spring with the
mechanism is threaded, thus allow@ adjustment
of its length.
The regulator spide
and
spring are made in one piece of metal.
The hairspring k. of phosphor bronze.

--.

s

FIG. 6.-G—

Fm. FI.-Oerman aMmetels.

dtimetws

~fihdid removed.

“In the. two forms referred to, ordy the indicat~~ element is essentially different.
One
type has both a stationary and mo-rabIe dial. The movable dial is rotated by push@ on a
projecting knob which comes out sideways through a slot in the case. In a Iater form there
is only a sing~e dial, which ~ufixed to the case. The entire aneroid mechankm is revolved by
a simple form of gear~m showh in the’ photograph (fig. 6) operated by a bob on the outside
of the case. The usual bimetallic compensation is provided.
OTTO BOHNB.

The pressure element of this altimeter has carriage screws pointing upward and fitting in
conicaI cup and slot. The carriage adjusting screw is in the base of the instrument as in the
other German aItimeter.
There is a N between the vacuum box and the D-sprhg as in the
De Giglio altimeter.
The regulator spindle and spring are made in one piece of metaI.
The indicating element
is provided with both a pressure scale graduated in dlimeters
and a mo-rable altitude sca~e
graduated in metem rotated by gearirg and ImurIed knob.
The temperature
compensation
is bimetallic.

.—

----

EEHC-4L SPRING TYPE.

EICILIRDAKllS~m

mSTEIJ%lE?ii.

The helicakpring
type is vdl exemplified by the Richard instrument.
It differs from
the D-spring type in that the mainsprhg consists of a -rerticaI hefical spring under compression.
The spring is got directly coupIed to the vacuum box, but the downward pull of the -racuum
box is transmitted
to the. heIicaI sp~m through a flat plate having its fulcrum on two steel
points.
The mowzcnent is shown @ figure 7. The disp@agg (11) is coupled to the flat plate
Iever (7) by the Imife-edge (14) working on a steel. colhc (14a). The tension of the helical
spring {1O) is varied by the screw fitting on which the spring rests.
This can be adjusted by
means of a ~rew reached through a hoIe in the base of the imtrumimk
Any movement of the dmphragm (11) is m~tipIied in the ratio of about five to ae at the
This movement is “@@tted
through the muMpIy@
system
end of the “long lever arm.
through }he pin (20]. This pin strikes the curved surface of a cam causing it to rotate abotit
the ams (25). ~ Attached to &e cam is a fit bra& pin (19) whose motion is transmitted
by

—
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contact with an arm projecting from the sector gear (48). The teeth of this sector gear mesh
Backlash is taken up by a spiral hairspring.
Thus
with a sndl pinion on the pointer spindle.
the movement of the tap of the vacuum box is transmitted
to the cam through contact with
a pin; the rotation of the cam and upright pin (19) transmits the movemont to the sector gear,
thence to the pointar spindle.
The indicating element consists of a movable dial graduated in meters revolving over a
stationary dial graduated in millimeters.
Temperature compensation is accomplished bv the relative expansion of the brass and steel
parts of {he movemen~j but without any”bimetaIl~c bar.
EATOT

.

.

.

HISOof French construction, special
In this instrument,
care is taken with the mounting of the flat plate lewr or
carriage (see @. 8). The carriage screws are of steel with
sharp points and are heId in small cylindrical brass posts
inserted into the base plate.
The bearing surface for the carriage screws are small
cylindrical pieces of
‘steeI inserted:tito the
carriage
pIate
and
are cupped to receive
the points of the carriage screws. The
connection of “the diaphrqgg to the carriage plati should be
noted,
There is a
square hardened steel
pin inserted
transwmely in the diaphgm
pill~ similar
k the ordinary knifeedge. The surface of
this pin facing the diaphragm is cupped to
receive two” steel
points which_gre jnseited
in the carriage.
Fm. 7.-Dfagram f~ Bfclmrd altfmetar.
FIG. S.-Wohadsm
d Hatot Wmafer.
The
diaphr~
is
held dietended by a heIicaI spring as in the c~se if the Michard.
The tension of thii sming
can be adjusted by means of a screw which raises and lowers a brass fitting on whic~ th~
spring rests.
Referring to figure 8, there is shown a screw in the offset from the circuIar head of the
carriage plate.
b the end of this screw a stieI pin is inserted eccentrically.
This st+ml pin
rests on the polished face of the multip@ing lever. By rotating the screw that holds the steel
pin the multiplying ratio can be adjusted.
The multiplication
of the motion of the carriage is accomplished in the following rnanne~
The steeI pin in the carriage rests on the poIished steel surface ‘of a lever shaped somewhat like
a belI crank.
The other arm of the bell crank is in the form of a std knife-edge, and takes the
place of the upright pin of the Richard instrument.
This Iever is counterbalanced.
.The, steel
Imife-edge is in contact with the tail of a taothed s~ctor. The motion is transmitted
to the
indicating hand by the sector meshing with a pinion mounted on the same arbor shaft with the
hand.
A tension is maintained on~this lever by means of a light steel spring.
BackIash ia taken
.up by a steel>airapring.
.

ALTITUDE INXCEUllENICS.
The indicating mechanism is a
Over this fits a movabIe illuminated
means of a d
pinion mounted in
screw. No bimehdlic compensation
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tied did graduated with a pressure scale in milhmeters.
dkd provided with a crown gear. The dial is rotated by
the instrument case which is turned by a knurled thumb
is used in this instrument.
DE GIOLIO.

The prassure element of this instrument
differs from the Richard by providing en mtra
connecting Iink between the vacuum box and the fit~
which carries the lmife-edge.
The
mechanism is sindar to that of the D-spring altimeters ~cept that the rotation of the hand is
cIockwise for increasing altitudes
The indicating ekcnent has both a stationary pr~ure
scaIe graduated in dlimetera
and’
There is no bimetallic temperature compensaa movabIe altitude scale graduated in meters.
tion, but the static balancing is done as in the Richard, by the insertion of a strip of lead into the back end of the flat plate Iever.

—
.-

)?ILOTECNICA.

:.

The Filotecnica altimeter, aIao an ItaIian make, is very aimik
to the De Gwlio -cept that the movabIe dial is rotated by turning
the landed bezel iustead of a geared thumb screw.

-.
—

OTEEE TYPES.
.3mxANr.
The pressure element of this French altimeter (fig. 9) consists
of a vachmm box with an internal spring.
This construction
is
familiar in barographs, but unusual with ahimeters.
The multiplying mechanism starts with a Iong Iever consisting
of a brass rod into which is inserted transversely a long steel up*
right.
Of&et from this lever is an arm (19) which engages the tap
~1
of the vacuum box. The bearings (25) of this Iong lever are mounted
in a bridge over the vacuum box. The long steel upright ac~~
48
a geared brass sector (48). This sector mesh= with a pinion on
the index arbor.
The zero of the instrument is adjusted by turning
,,
a steel screw which raises or lowers one end of the meohauiam bridge.
Backlash is taken care of by a smalI spid spring.
m
The indicating element has been made in two forms, in each
En. O.–D:i of Maxaat Wmetez
of which there is both a stationary and movable dial. Ii one form
the movable dial giving the altitude scale in meters is rotated by gearing actuated by a knurled
thumb screw. In the other form the movable did is revolved in a Imurkd bezel.
SPEBRY.

The pressure element of this movement is made up of a battery of two vacuum boxes
with internal springs which ‘are mounted on a U-shaped brass frmne.
This U+haped casting
holds the entire mechanism and is screwed to the case of the instrument.
A bimetdic
bridge spaua the two hgs of the U-shaped piece and supports the mrdtip@g
This mechsnism consists of a carefuIIy machined helicaI groove in
mechanism in the center.
This ~bor is free to turn in a polished hole in the bridge.
It is caused to
the pointer arbor.
rotate in proper relation to the movement of the upper vacuum box by the vertical movement
There is a spiral hairspring to take up backkih.
of a pin traveling in the helical groove.
TAGLIABUE.

The pressure element of this altimeter consists of a sjngle vacuum box with an internal
spring.
Any motion of the upper surface of the diaphragm is communicated to the multiplying
mechanism by means of the jeweled bearing soldered to the top of the upper diaphragm.

.
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The design of this ins.t~ment is unique and offers several .achmnt.ages~q the, adjustment
for cr+ibration.
The. .moJion. of. the. diaphrae~ ‘tduates a short! lever arm projecting from tho
regulator spindle, which rests .on the. jeweled bearing ,of the diaphragm. . ?l~@ lever h PUnCllCd
integral with the regulator spindle, an~ since the m~e~al .is of spring steel, ccmsiderablo a,djustment Gf its length can bo taccomplishcd by the
lateral motion producod by a regulator screw.
The vertical mowxnent of the diaphragm serves
to rotah- the regulntor spindle, which carries
with it an upright.
The movement of. this upright in turn rotates. a ca?n to wbicb it. !s con?
nectcd by a link. The .ca.m rotates abou Ln vertical axis. By means of .a I.mirspring mounted
on the cam shaft lost motion is taken up qnd n
I slight pressure maintained against the jeweled
1
be@ng. .In cont~ct with the cam surfaco there
Fm. 111.-GwJMUIaltlmetor with double action.
is a small roller bearing which is athwhcd to tlw
Thus any rotation of the, -cam causm u cmrc$pOn&ng nlovemcn~ of ~1~~
td of a geared. sector.
geared sector. The cam is so dasigne~ that with increasing altitudes t~em.~s a gr~d:a~l~ ~mcrcasing movement of the sector for equal movements of the diaphragm.
The gearccl s.cctor meshes
with the pinion on pointer spindle.
The stationary and movable dials are construc~cxl in’ the usual way and the latter is turned
by a knurled knob.
GERMAN ALTIM~ERS WITH DOUBLE ACTIO~

,

The pressure element of this altimebr consists of
It
two bat teries of tmo diaphragms each.. The sprin~ are
internal.
The vacuum boxes are wountixl edgev+~ so
that the direction of the~ motipn .P,U.deflection i.s.m a,
plane parallel to the dial of thy instrument.
“T4e_twQ ,,
batteries deflect in opposite dmctions
as show-r. .by
figures 10 and 11.
. .. . . . .
,.
The deflections of the diaphra~
cause a rotation
of the multiplying lever (17) about an irixis, perpendicuh.r
..-.
ta plane of motion of the diaphragms, the two a.rnw of
this lever being connected by links to the diaphragms.
The motion of the multiplying.levgr
(17) is tmnmitted
by means of a short pip (21) to.. a second slotted lever
(2o) carrying the sector (48)., The pin (21) slides in this
11
slot when the lever (17) is displaced.
The pin (21) is
attached to lever (17) by a lock nut and washer and h
adjustable in the slot at the ~d .of lever (17), thereby
making it possible to change the multiplying ratio of the
lever system and hence the deffectiog of the pointer. The
II
geared sector engages With a Smti pinion on the pointer
spindle.
A. hairspring
@ rnoun@d .op the indicating
u
kbor.
“ The indicating element has an unequally divided ~g- ll.–Drn@~JfN~~~~~~ ~~~~tm‘11]’
ahitude scale which is, tied in position.
The entire
inaide mechanism is rotated by means of a geared sector engaging in a pinion mounted in an
offset in the instrument
case. The altitude scale & considerably cramped at the high sltitudc
end. The rotation of the hand for a chmge of rdtitude of 1,000 feet near tho 25,000-foot point
is only one-third that at sea level.
Temperature compensation is effected by the general design of the lever system.
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CONSTRUCTION.

Barographs may be described with reference b the pressure element, multiplying
mechanism, recording elernent, and compensation.
The pressure element is invariably such as to give a larger amount of deflection than in
This is necessary in order to reduce the demand on the multiplying
the case of altimeters.
mechanism, as wiIl be seen. The increased sensitivity of the pressure element is usually attained
by having a battery of yacuum boxes one on top of another.
The steel springs may either be
internal or external in sxmmgement, the former being more common.
In barographs the mechamiam has comiderably less multiplying power than in altimeters.
This is necessary in order to insure a sufEciently firm and powerful movement of the trac~u
point; otherwise the unavoidable friction of this point on the chart might cause trouble.
Various optical and other devices have been tried for the recording eIemerit, some of them
with complete success, but none of these has come into very common use. Ordinarily the
recording element consisb of a pen-and-ink record on a paper chart.
The chart is placed on a
revoIving drum whose time of re-mlut.ion ranges in different instruments
from a hrdf hour to
24 hours or longer, according to the requirements
of the work. The scale provided by the
chart is rarely as open in the barograph as in tdtirnetem.
The term aItigraph has frequently been used for consistency with the term altimeter to
designate a barograph whose chart is equally spaced with respect to altitude, and some charts
are provided carrying only the altitude scrde.
Temperature compensation is usually accomplished in baroa-pbs
only so far as is “possible
BimetaHic compensation is rarely provided.
by means of admitting air to the vacuum boxes.
Balancing is dso seIdom attempted, for it is expected that the barograph will be held in an
upright position.
INTERNAL SPRING BAROGRAPHS.
lEE RICHARD BABOGWH

.-. —
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AKD SEIILUtIXSTRUME?4TS.

The most widely used and probaly one of the oIdest types of barograp~
is the Richard.
The Green barograph is very simihr to the Richard except for the use of a tubular-shaped
.
pen instead of the usd
form consist@ of a V-shaped trough=
Tbe pressure e~ement is a batteg
of two internal spring diaphr+@s
attached securely
A squar~headed
screw operated by a key
at the base to a flexible flat steel plate or spring.
adjusts the height of the boxes above the base plate by causing an up-and-down motion of
the spring and serves as a means of adjusting the zero setting of the pen. The Richard movement is shown in @ure 12.
The motion of the upper diaphragms, pilhm (A), is transmitted
by means of a link (B) ta a
The long pen arm is actuated by means
multiplying Iever which oscillates about the axis (0).
of a link cmmect@ it b the muhiplying lever and an upright (D) from the pen arm. A flat
spring is provided which keeps a s~aht tension on the pen arm and ta~~ up backlash.
The pen arm of the recording element is a long Kexible flat spr@ steeI shaft.
This Iong’
thin arm is in turn fastened to the Iast rigid lever arm by two screws.
It is sprung away from
this lever arm and then brought back toward it by a thumb screw. This method of regulating
the tension in the pen arm serves to adjust the amount of pressure at the contact of the pen
with the chart.
The pen can be removed from ?he surface-of
the chart by means of an
arrestment achuated by a shaft projecting outside of the case.

. ..—
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HUE.
The pressure element of this barograph is aindar to that of the Richard acept for the zero
adjustment being made by a Imurled thumbscrew.
The mechanism serves to transmit the deflection of the diaphragms to we pen arm in the
foIlowing manner: The movement is first transmitted
to a muItiplyirg
lever by means of an
upright a-xtending from the uppermost vacuum box. Both arms of the multiplying lever are
●

.

.
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adjustable and are held in place by set screws. The pen is actua~d by means of a Iink which
connects this multiplying lever with an adjustable arm attached to the pen arm. Thus a further
degree of adjustment is possible than in the case of the Richard barograph.
The recording
element is sindar to the Richard except in certain details.
The pen arrestment is operated by
to which is attached a brake serving to
a Iever extending outside the case of the instrument,
stop the clockwork whenever the pen is thrown off the chart.
The mechanism and base plate
slide into a wooden case. The .Den arm is counterbalanced,
SHOItT & MASON.

0’
R’

B .0
A ,:,

,,

d
Fm. 12.–D@rammdranismofRichard
altigmph.

be varied by turning a @urIed thumbscrew
The nmltiplying lever is co~ected
by means
keeps the tension on the pen arm and serves
This instrument was the first to provide
open scale. This was made possible by a
drum in someforms is as short
as 30 minutes, adapting
it
especially
for performance
testing and experimental
work.
In this barograph a bimetallic bar is ptiovided in the
multiplying Iever (C).’ It is
the only barograph Imown in
which bimetallic
compensation has been attempted.

A barograph developed in England
and made for a Iimitad timo in this
country is shown in figure 13. Tho prcs-f
sum ekment consists of a battery of threo”
internal spring vacuum boxes.
Unusual
c
attention was given to the quality of iho
clockwork and to care in construction.
The multiplying lever (C) is moul~ted
. on an arbor having conical ‘bearings suspended on a bridge between two uprights.
The height of this mounting can
(S), thus adjusting the zero of the instrurncnt.
of a link (D) to the pen arm. A helical spring
to take up backlash.
a true altigraph scale. It has also an unusually
very high drum.
The period of rotation of the

●

SCHNEIDER.

The pressure element of
this barograph is simiIar to the
Richard.
One end of the multiplying lever is attached
to the
vaucum boxes by means of a
steel link. The other end is
attached by an adjustable pin

y
to

lL-Sh.rt &~asm 10JOMeat

the arbor of the pen arm.

sIt!graph

Cover rcmomd.

.

AGOLINI.

The pressure element consists of a battery of two internal spring vacuum boxes mounted
rigidly on the base.
The uppermost vacuum box is connec~d to the multiplying lever by means of a steel link.
The multiplying lever is a long brass arm, the axis of which is held in beafigs mounted on a
bridge.
The height of the bridge above the base is qdjustabIe by means of a thumbscrew, thus

.
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providing for the zeio setting.
The thumbscrew is placed in a yoke mounted on two standards.
The adjustable bridge is prevented from getting out of alignment by two guide pins placed
through the yoke. The multiplying Ie-wr is counterw~uhted
and actuates the pen arm by
means of a st-eeI Iink.
STOPPA?+L
This Swiss barograph has a battery of two internal spring vacuum boxes mounted on the
base plate by means of a short up~cht post.
The uppermost vacuum box is connected to the muhiplying mechanism by a link. The
md.iplying
Id wr is eIaborate in construction,
offering facilities for ready adjustment.
There
is a short arm made up of an adjustable pin threaded on the aud. This pin is kept in tension
by a helical spring, and it is held in a cylindrical-shaped
fitting bored so as to receive the pin.
The monn~~
for the multiplying Iever is sindar to that of the Short & Mason barograph.
The pen aim is attached to the multiplying lever by means of a link. The mnhiplyirg
lever is
counterweighted.
KmJnslm.
This instrument
of Danish construction
has for its pressure element a battery of three
The zero adjustment is made as in the French barographs.
vacuum boxes with internal springs.
The movement of the vacuum boxes is transmitted
by a multiplying levw, one. end of
which is attached to the uppermost Tacuum box. The other end of the multiplying lever is
attached to the pen arm by means of a connecting link. The len@h of the arm of the
multiplying levw can be adjusted by means
of a slide which is held in place by a set
screw. The length of the kwer on the pen
arm may be adjusted by means of a set of
hoks for the link pin.

.—

FEIZZ SYLPHON.

The pressure alement of this barograph
(@. 14) is composed of a sylphon multiple
Mpsule instead of the usual battery of sepFm. M.–l?dez syiphon tacgraph.
arate vacuum boxw.
The sylphon consists
in effect of seven capsules k- S~MeS,although made of one piece of metaI.
Instead of the usual
In Laboratory t@s this instpent
has
elliptic springs there is a single intemd helicaJ spring.
.
shown exceptionally small elastic hysteresis and after-effect errors.
The top of the sylphon is attached to the multiplying mechanism by means of a Iink.
ti
link is attached to an arm projecting downward at an angle from the main spindle.
The
The zero adjustment is accomplished by a thumbpen arm is mounted on this same spindIe.
screw adjustment on the pen mm which permits a rotation about the main spindle.
OTTO

.

BOHN?3

This instrument,
of German construction,
k
a battery of four internal spring vacuum
box- mounted on a tible
base SQ that their height may be adjusted by turning a knurled
thumbscrew.
The deflection of the vacuum boxes is trsmunitted
directly to the pen mm by means of a
connection from the uppermost vacuum box to an adjustable shaft tbro~mh the pen-arm arbor.
The pen armtment
is operated by a smalI knob which extends ont through the door of the
wooden instrument
case. The clockwork is wound by turning the drum in the opposite direction from that in which it is driven.
2olo7-~
.
.
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—
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EXTERNAL SPRING BAROGRAPHS.
RICHARD POCKET BAROGRAPH.

This instrument
consists of a battery

.

.

.

is very much smaller than the ordinary barographs.
The prossure element
of two vacuum boxes without intav.ml springs.
They
aro .prevented from
.collapsing by a hdical spring somo distance
away, which is mountwl in a vertical position
and which acts upward against a flat plato
which serves as one” of the multiplying levers.
This pyt of the construction is somewhat similar to the helical spring alt.imotem, Thora is an
adjustment for tension of t.ho hclicrd spring by
means of a square shank screw operated by a
key. This servos as a zero adjuetmon~ for the
instrument.
(See accompanying
photograph,
fig. 15.)
Inserted into a projection from the multiplying arm or flat plate, abovo rcifmrcd to, thww
is a pin which points downward.
This pin acts
on tho curved surfaco of a cam. Any movomont of this cam causes a spindlo to rotato
which carri~ an upright picco of wiro swving
as a lever. This wire rod makes a sliding contact on a fin which is rnountwl upon tho pm
arm. TI1o back-lash of tho pm arm is t akm
up by a hairspring.
The recording element contains a mechanism for periodically raising and lowering the
pen in relation to the chtirt. The chart is not in
contact with a single cylindrical drum ns in the
larger barographs, but is stretched between two
sin-d rol.le~ s; that the surface rcceivirw tho
record is flat. Tho rollers are forced &part by a spring which can bo released in order to remo-m
the paper.
The pen is raised from the ohart by a slotted bar in which it is free to slide. Thjs
slotted bar is raised and lowered by clockwork; thus, the record consists of a seMes of dots, tho
pen being off the paper the majority of the time, This device entibles the pen arm to take up
the most accurate position without restraint
due to friction at all timm.
The necessary
firmness of contact for making a legible record
is secured momentarily by the periodic action
of the slotted bar.
.
DE GIGLIO.

The pressure measuring element of this instrument (fig. 16) is very similar to that of the
Riohard pocket barograph.
It consists of a
vacuum box of the external spring type which
is held from collapsing by a helical spring
Fro. 16.–D@rnm mechanism of Do Gigllo alt!graph.
placed at the lower and of a T-shaped plate,
fiis plate serves, aa in the pocket ba~”ogr~ph, as one of the multiplying levers. Any movemenL of
the diaphragm of this altigmph is multiplied fur~her by means of another nmltip~ying lever
(B) and the pen arm (C) which are conneeted t6gether, and the multiplying lever to tho T-shaped
plate by means of small links. The construction of the multiplying lever makes. possible con-

●
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siderable adjustment
of the multiplyirg
ratio.
It is qeaIIy a regulator spindle, and the ratio
of the length of its two arms can be varied by turning a lgmded nut with the fingers. The pen
and pen shaft are similar to that used in the Richard barograph.
POOKIH? EABOGEAPH OF THE DOUGMSS

Except for a slight modikation

of the clockwork,

=
.—.

PRODUCTS COEPOEi’iZON.

this instrument

ii similar to the Rkhard.

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR ALTIMETERS AND BAROGRAPHS.

The performance requirements
of” a.himeters and barographs are determined, on the one
hand, by the degree of accuracy necessary for the particukr use contemp~ated and, on the other

.

—.

___

--,

FIG. 17.—Four types ofccmtaimm for aueroid testiog.

hand, by the sources of error =ting
in the instruments under conditions corresponding to those
which will be experienced in ~Uht.
The conditions occurring in flight which m~y cause errors are extremes of temperature,
inclination, acceleration and vibration of the instrument, and rapid chmge of. pressure tending
These conditions must be reproduced in the laboratoW and
@ cause a time lag in reading.
the instruments tested more or less completely under each condition, depending on the accuracy
required and whether or not the instrument is of a new type of construction.
Schedules of permissible errors for various conditions and shit.ude ranges ha~e been adopted
These will not be gone into numerically here, but
in makhg tests at the Bureau of Standards.
the testing procedure will be exphined and the performmce
eharacteristica
to be observed in
the test will be definitely stated.

-—

--
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METHODS OF TESTING.

The apparatus employed for the pr~sure and temperature
tests is essentially the same for
all kinds of teds on aneroids of the aviation @pe, ”and is shown in the three accompanying
photographs.
Figure 17 shows various types of containers found useful in the calibration of aneroids.
Tho
bell jar to the right of figure 17 is used for experimenting
on aneroids.
It is equipped with
electrical connections so that a small fan motor, heater, etc., may be put inside; also it is provided with small copper tubes for carbon dioxide refrigeration, so that extreme low temperaOther appmatus not shown in the photograph has been used for
ture may
be maintained.

FIG. 18.—Temp8Inture chOmbOrwith motor-dtiwm container.

routine tests of aneroid bmometws at temperatures
as low as mound – 40° C., cspecidly for
the flight history tests.
The container in the center of figure 17 is conv~ent
for routine testing of small groups of
aneroids and especially for checking the readjustment
of aneroids following reptiir.
It may he
covered either with the adjacent flat glass disk or with a small bell jar, as shown in the rear of the
photograph.
The container at the left of figure 17 is one of ~ type designed for testing a largo number
of altimeters at the same time. It consists of a large bell jar, inverted, and rotated in a motorIt can be read either through the .~op or the side. The vacuum connection
driven support.
is made through a special fitting in the knob of the Iar.
The next pho~graph
(fig. 18) shows a tqnperature
chambw in which any of the foregoing
containers may be placed or two of the inverted belI jar type.
By the use of the brine system
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and heaters, any temperature dovzn to —10° (.2.maybe maintaked,
and SIightly lower temper~tures maybe secured by W@ calcium chloride to remhve the frost from the brine coils. The
instruments
are read thro~~h a doubIe ghiss door. The con@ners are rotated by a motor
that is controlled by the two knife switches shown in the Iower foreground.
Figure 19 shows the mercurird standards and a vacuum control board of speoia~ design
Below is a large reserre -racuum tank.
The tank is of wdue in miniused in aneroid testing.

—
-.

.

*

.
FIG. 19.–wrctRial

stwldmds d

‘rncuum Ccvltrolw.

mizing the effect of slight Ieaks that may occur ~ he system.
~
arr%ement
of barometers
and vacuum control board and tank makes it possible to produce different pr=ures
in several
diilerent containers simultaneously,
so th~t titrummti
of different ranges may be tested in
the shortest time. Wo it facilitates the ‘calibration of the mercuriaI standards, which were
submitted to the Bureau of Standarda during the war in considerable numbers.
The vibration apparatus as shown in figure 20 is of special dwign in that the motor is not
This lengthens the life of the motor, and therefore the effiattached to the vibrat~~ frame.

.—
.-
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The amplitude, ,frequency, and direction of the vibration can be varied
ciency of the vibrator.
at will, making it possible to subject the instruments to any desired vibration.
The chain-testing device in figure 21 is shown to illustrate some of t~e special problems
which mav arise in samde instruments.
Several difTerent styles of chains were t~till on this
apparatus” for a comparison of their performance and durabili~y.
.

I
Fm. 20.-AMmeter

vibmting board.

Speoial apparatus was tik.o developed to test the mounting of the mainspring of the Short&
Mason type of altimeter.
There are two kinds of test in cmnmon use, the general test and the special test for an
experimental instrument.
1

~G. 21.—Altb3k3cbdn-kat~

~pfUfiUS.

The general test is the one always given if no. other is explicitly requested,
IL affords
of the proper correction under any given condition of
data for deducing approximate dues
use. A modiilcation of the general testis the so-caIled short test on sertice instruments,
This
is an abridged form of the general teat re~mmended
only when time is not available for the

.-
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numerous stages of that test. The operations involved in the general test require a minimum
of ~Uht wor~g
days; but the short ‘M can be finished in two-days.
In mo~t cases the short
test wiU suflice for the rejection of inaccurate instruments,
but not always, and it will no~
provide detailed corrections.
Another mo~cation
of the general test is a further dmsiort
of it in the form of supplementary
tests on sample instruments.
These tests include a determination of the cd?ects of vibration, acceleration, or other aeronautic conditions not covered by
the general ted.
Such observations are important in considering the suitability of new types
or makes of instruments, but are not likely to be necessary in testing or inspect@ each individual
instrument.
The special test on experimental instruments consists ~f more precise and complete determinations of the errors for instruments of h~h precision to be used in experiments on aircraft.
These tests may be made by extending the procedure of the general test, or, better, by taking
what is lmown as a fbght history test.
This can only be done after the flight when the flight
conditions are known.
By a flight history test is meant one in which the actuaI variations of
pressure and temperature experienced in the use of the instrument on a particular occasion are
artificially reproduced in the Laboratory.

-—
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GENERAL TEST.

The general test consists of four parts, A, B, C, and D.
TEST A (PREIJMINABYTEST).

t~ts; the determination
of
This consists of six parts: The tapping, shift, and inclination
the correction at the end of the range, and of the aftereffect, by means of a pressure test; and
a hal examination for mechanical defectg.
Of course) any obtious mechanical defeck that
are noted upon receipt of the instzmnent may cause its rejection without going through any
of the experimental tests.
(1) The tapping test is made by repeatedly tapping the instmmy?nt fiUorousIy enough to
just disturb the pointer, and noting the average deviation of the pointer reading from. its mean
position.
Four or five taps are usually sufficient.
(2) For the shijt tit the aneroid is held in a sidewise position and struck edgewise against
the palm of the hand, first with its face to the left, and then to the right.
Each time it haftervmrds read in a horizontal position.
One half the average difference between the left and right
readings is recorded, and known as the deviation by shifting, or simply the shift.
(3] For the inclination test the aneroid is heId in a horizontal position, read after sIightIy
tapping, and then agti read after turning to a vertical position.
The difference in readings
is recorded and Imown as the vertical correction or inclination effect.
(4) The aneroid, hzwing been set to read the ahitude as indicated by we pressure of the
mercuriaI standard, is placed in a container and the pressme reduced at once to the lowest
point on the scale (the highest altitude).
The movement of the pointei is carefdly watched
Nter the pressure has been reduced, the
during this pressure chmge to detect jerkiness.
aneroid is allowed to stand a period equal to two-thirds of the time required to ascend to that
At the end of this rast period, the readin@ of the
altitude at a rate of 200 feet per minute.
standard and of the aneroid are taken and recorded.
The pressure in the container is now
quickly raised to atmospheric by openirg the vacuum system to the air.
(5) Five minutes afterwards the aneroid amd t@est.amkwd are again read.
The amount by
which the pointer faiIs to come back to the true altitude is ctied the ~tereffect.
~
is tO be
expressed in per cent of the altitude ra@g.
(6) The mechanical defects such as jerties,
paralhs,
or Ioose parts which have been
noted during the foregoing test on which may now be found by further inspection are recorded.
The design of most aviation aneroid barometers is now such that the tapp~m, shift, and
k wror of 60 feet for altimeters and 0.05 inches of mercury
inclination tests are unimport~t.
for aneroid barometers is exms.siveI.f the aneroid passes satisf~ctoriIy the six steps of test A, it is put through test B; otherwise it i9 rejected at this point.

*
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TEST B (SEA-LEVELTEMP~ATUBE

TEST). “

Thk test COllSiStSof tWQ Skp9 :
(1) Aftar the ‘utrument
has been at the room~temperature
of 20° C. for at least thrco
hours it is tapped and tho pointer set to the altitude indicated by the mercurial standard and
It is then placed in a temperature chamber, where the temporaturc is
this reading recorded.
At tho ,cnd of tfiis
lowered to – 10° C. and held at this temperature for “at least three hours.
period the instrument ie again tapped and the position of the in$cx observed, recorded, md
compared with the reading of the standard.
(2) The aneroid is next put through the hot tgs~which is be same as the cold test cxccpfi
that the instrument is heated up to + 40° C. and i” reading taken after a four-hour interval.
From tho high temperature tho inst.ru%+/00
ment is allowed to cool down to t.ho
$0
room temperature.
After three hours
II
it is read ag@n and compmed with t.ho
$ -/00
standard.
This completes tho tempmu
~ ~~
ature test at atmospheric pressure.
b .500
~oTE.—Thc individual steps of test
Q
o
4
/2
/6
~
24
8
B
aro
jerformcd in the order given to
Read;q - ?%uSz7&S Offsef
avoid
the
condensation of vapor within
ha. Z2.+IIbrdionue at 2$0C.onaltImetor
medeby6. tilth L som
the instrument which would occur if it
were first heated and then cooled, but which is avoided by heating the instrument after the
cold test. Care should “be taken ahvays to tap the instrument before reading.
TEST C (CALIBRATION~

,

DRIFT).

(1) After setting the index to the altitude indicated by the standard,
the instrument
is
placed in a container and the pressure decreased at an average rate of 1,000 feet for each fiveminute time interval.
Simultaneous readings of the instrument under test and the mercurial
The difference between tho two readings
standafd are taken at intervals of fivo minutes.
is the correction, whkh is so given that the algebraic sum of the correction and the retiding
of the instrument under test equals the true
&
altitude.
(2) After the pressure ~ the container has
‘ a+
~ ~_ _ , ~’ ‘~ — “ ‘–
$ ~,!: been reduced ta correspond to the highest altitude indicated on the scale at the abo~e rate,
t $ +Q
At the
it is held at this value for five hours.
$3
end of this period the container is tapped and
~~
the instrument read, and the correction obtained
~
3/Rmdi~~. ~nch<~ ~fm$~wry 23
as before from the mercurial standard.
ExFxo.Z1-Celibr8Hon
am-ed Hicb prxketmcro!d.
treme care must be taken that the temperature
of the instrument does not change during the test, and that the pressure in the container be exactly
at the same mike at the beginning and the end of the five-hour period, so that the hystmosis
effect is ehminated.
Much fluctuation in the pressu~ during the five hours is decidedly to be
avoided.
The maximum correction of the aneroid barometer reading is noted, and if desired a calibration curve can be drawn, with corrections plotted against readings, and attached to tho report.
Figures 22 and 23 are typical ct-dibration curves, ~ura 22 for an rdtirneter and figure 23 for
The drift is the quotient, in per cent, of the change in the correction
an aneroid barometer.
found after five hours at the high-altitude range divided by the true ra@e.
The average dc-riation is the average of the deviations of the calibration curve from the best representative straight
line,

.
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TEST).

Test D consists of two additional calibration tests:
.(1) At a temperature of – 10°.
(2) At a temperature of +40°.
The corrections are found in the swne rmmner as in test C (1]. Straight Iin& are drawo
bough
the calibration curve at each temperature, includ~~ the calibration at +20° C. This
wiIl give three straight lines. The slope of the calibration curve at 20° C. should ahvap Iie
between the other two, the slope of calibration curve at – 10° C. being greater and at + 40° C.
The elopes are determined in
This is for curves whose coordinates are in altitude.
being k.
per cent for the curve, and the difference between the slopes for the lines”for +40° C. and– 10° C.
This value must not exceed 5 per cent. The intermediate
is noted as the cha~we in scaIe due.
slope at + 20° C. is of value in this test in show@g the regularity of the shift with temperature
and as a check.
For aerobarographs or other instruments rea~m in inches of pressure, instead of in feet of
ahitude, the same methods are followed throughout tests.A, B, C, and D, readings being taken
at each inch of mercury pressure changg instead of each.1 ,000 feet. The pre=ure is changg
at the rate of 1 inch of mercury pr-ure
every five minutes instead of 1,000 fset every five
minutes.
The four tests are purposely gi~en in the order named.
Defects due to poor workmanship
can usually be discovered before the instrument
is calibrated) and if the defect is serious the instrument is immediately rejected, thus saving time and Iabor.
The temperature test B is gi~en
before the calibration because more instruments fail on this one test than on my other.
3.foreover the instruments me thus given a chance to rest aft= being strained by undergoing test A.
‘his is an important factor which shotdd not be overlooked.
The instruments must be aUowed at
least 24 hours’ rest after being subjected to a Iarge pressure change, in order to obt:ain accurat.
results.
Otherwise, on account of elastic fatigue, the instrument wiIl give a false reading which
may be d.ifTerent from one obtained after a suilicient period of rest.
The short test for service instruments
di@ers from the general test given in the foIlowing
respects: (1) Tests A and D are omitted altogether;
(2) test B is made ody with cooling instead
of with both coohng and heating; (3) the drift observation in test C is omitted and replaced by
an observation of the aft-eretlect.
The instrument
in this test is held at the low pressure for
two hours only instead of for five hours.
It is inherently impossible to ~ke the tests A, B, C, and D in less than about seven or eight
days since each instrument must be allowed a period of time between each stage of the test to
recovw from the elastic f atigue set up in the metal by virtue of the test it.sdf, and it is preferable
that at least two days should elapse between each part of the test. The result of cutting down
that time allowance would merely beta produce deceptive Iiguresj which@
not reproduce under
aviation conditions.
In the supplementary
t~t on sample instruments a vibration test Iasting for one week is
given. The instruments
d~~
this test are mounted on the vibration apparatus previously
described.
During this time observations are occasionally taken to note both the amplitude
of oscillations of the pointer and whether any movement of the dial has taken place. Aftenvarda
the instruments
are again caLib~ated. Observations
are alsa made on any other suspected
sources of error.
In addition to the general test, additional tests are made. on barograph
that are to be
u>ed for competitive altitude records in order to determine the fitness of the instrument for
this special purpose.
SPECIAL TESTS ON EXPERIMENTAL INSTRUMENTS.
Instruments
to be used in experiments on aircraft are carefully readjusted to give the least
possible errors, ,and calibration curves are then determined.
The @ht histtiry test referred
to above is also gbren for such instruments when the actual ~uht conditions are known.
Ordy
by such a test can the effects of elastic fatigue and temperature
lag be properly determined.
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RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION.

.

One of the most urgent needs of the aeronautic instrument manufacturer
during tho recent
war was the development of reIiable testing apparatus.
The first problem was to design a
mercurial barometer which could be easily transported
and which could be read without tko
necessity of making numerous settings and applying corrections such as are required with
ordinary laboratory barometers.
Considerable experimenting
was done with different types
of mercurial barometers that were constructed both by the manufacturers
and the Bureau of
Standards, and their different characteristics
were studied in dettiil. An interesting problem
in this connection WM the equipment of the fixed cistern types of mercurial barometers with
an altitudo scale. It was attempted to construct a fixed cistern instrument with an equally
spaced altitude scale so that it would be possible to use a vernier with this scale, This idea
was alkuuloned because the investigation ahowed that the advantages gained by the use of the
vernier was offset by the necessity of a very much cramped scale which proved to l.m a decided
The temperature
corrections to fixed cistern barometers were also studied in
disadvantage.
detail.
It was found that the temperature
correction in altitude is approximately
constant.
for all altitudes in the ordinary tied cistern instrument.
As a result of the above investigation,
a portable standard was designed by the Bureau of Stand~rds, satisfying the conditions thn~
the instrument do~ not have to be set for the level of the mercury, and for a consideral.h
range of temperature
from room temperature
it is not necessaiy to apply a tempcraturo
correction,
Another important problem was how and where the routine tests could be modified and
still cause the rejection of all the defective instruments.
In this connection tin invwtigation
was made to determine how many instruments would pass the ‘ftemperature test at sea lCVC1‘J
test” (test D). The results showed that t$st D
(test B) and riot paas “ altitude-temperature
could be omitted for the ordinary service instruments, but this procedure is not recommended
for an instrument that is to be used in the performance testing of aircraft.
A series of testi
was made to determine the shape of the curve, when” f.he slope of the calibration curvo was
plotted against temperature.
The Bureau of Standards carried out an investigation
on the thermometric
lag of the
various types of instruments for the purpose of determining how long in instrument should
be held at a certain temperature during the temperature tesb.
It was also necessary ta devise tests to prove the fitness of the instrument
to withstand
the vibrations experienced under actual conditions of use in aircraft.
With this in view,
vibration apparatus was designed.
Tu find out the effect of vibration the vibration of tho
pointer was noted; also the loosing or movement of any of the parta of the instrument and the
effect of the vibration on the calibration curve, etc: Defects caused by vibration wmw found
to be comparatively infrequent.
The most important investigation
undertaken
was a study of the elastic prop~rties of
aneroid diaphraeyn capsulm.
For convenience these elastic properties may bo divided into
three phenomena: ---- -Drift, which is the chang~ of displacement ,under a constant load.
Hysteresis, which is the excess of displacement with load decreasing over the displacement
at the same load with load increasing.
Aftereffect, which is the residual displacement at any time after removal of load.
A great number of driit experiments were made to determine the shape of the drift curve,
i. e., the increas~ of displacement plottbd against the, the variatiori of the magnitude of the
drift with the speed of loading, and the variation of drift with the load.
The improvement of the amount of drift in aneroids submitted to the Bureau of Standards
from year to year has been studied, and “a curve showing these results is given below (fig, 24).
In this curve the average per cent of drift of the aneroids submitted during the year is plotted
vertically against” thu year horizontally.
The slight increase in the average tilft-during
1919
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and 1920 is due to the fact ~att several of tie ins~enb
submitted were ~a~uf~ct~
previous to the war.
A detailed inquiry was made of the hysteresis of various types of instruments End the relaA curve ahowingg the hysteresis in several instrution of hysteresis h drift was inw.sti@ed.
ments will be found in 3?art 11 of this report, under precision ahimeter desigg.
W@e studying the ehstic properties of a D+pring type altimeter a detailed imwstigation
of the mechanical errors of this instrument
were made.
The greatest mechanical error -was found to be the method of clamping the mainspring to
A wry smalI amount of slipping which occurred here -was
the carriage of this instrument.
greatly magnified by the multiplying mechanism, so that the error became huge.
This error
was entirely eliminated by substituting
a steel support for the brsss one. ordinarily used and
preventing the spring from slipping in this steel support by set screv&.
SIipping of the knife-edge was found to be
responsible for a similar error:
StiIl another problem in the construction
of the instrument related tb the delicate chain
in the indicating
mechanism.
A device was
constricted
to study the endurance of various
These tests showed that both
types of chain.
gold and steed chains would far outlast the life
of any instrument,
but that the gold chain
showed better performance when subject to the
adverse atmospheric conditions of actuaI use.
Phosphor bronze strips showed good endurance
and performance when great care was used in
FIG.
2L–Avere@idftinawcdd tietH9
tested et the Bwem of
attaching them in the ina&ument.
smldScd5.
For the performance testing of aircraft it is
often mry d-tiable
to have = imtrument
reading in pressure instead of altitude.
3fost of
the aneroids reading in pressure are not titable
for aircraft.
To meet this demmd the bureau
converted several altimeters to pressure instruments, equipping them with scales graduated in
This work led to an interesting study of the mnItiplying
inches, dlimeters,,
or fib-.
mechanisms in these instruments.
Closely connected with the conversion of ahimeters to a pressure basis was the extension
This was actiompIiahed by fitting an ~xtermd spring to the instruof the range of barographs.
ment so as to increase the stiffness of the system for a given deflection of the box. This increased the pressure range (altitude range) for the same deflection.
Specitd charts were made
.
for these instruments.
An optical method of testing the regularity of the motion of the drum of a barograph was
developed.
This consists of putting a sensitized sheet on the drum of a barograph and allowkg
a very fine line of ~uht to strike the drum paraIleI to the axis of rotation.
lf the motion of the
drum is uniform the paper upon development should show uniform exposure, if the motion is
nonuniform the exposure will show a series of Iight and dark lines-light
when drum is rot sting
fast and dark when slow.
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PRECISION ALTIMETER DESIGN.
BY JOHN

B. PETEEBON AND JOEN R. FREEXAN,

JE.

SUMMARY.

1

In thii part the general principles of altimeter ddgn are discussed and applied ~ the conI struction of a large open-scale precision altimeter, the development of which was undertaken
in accordance with a program approved by the National Ad-visory Committm for Aeronautics.
At the beginning of the discussion data are sh@vn indicating the amount of error due to
imperfect elasticity of ordinary aneroids, showing the great need for improvement in this particular.
On the same diagram the hysteresis curve resulting from the finished precision altimeter is plotted, showing the notable improvement secured.
In fact, by the use of a stifl steel
spring of special quality coupled to a diaphragm made of ordinary brass but suflicicntly thin to
contribute practically no elastic reaction, the familiar hysteresis error has actualIy been mado
negligible in comparison with the ordinary. meohemical errors of the movoment.
In conclusion, suggestions are made regarding compensation of the design for minor sources
of error.
Instruments
of the precision altimeter class are intended primariIy for use in performance
testing of aircraft and as working standards for refer_~ce in laboratory tests.
INTRODUCTION.

,

The readings of an aneroid barometer are liable to errors as great as 4 per cent even after
the readings are corrected for the temperature
of %he atmosphere.
In several special cases
where accurate determination
of pressure or aItitude is desirabl~ if not indispensable, the ordinary commercitd altimeter does not have the desired accuracy.
It was the purposo of the
authors to fulflll this need by first developing a theory of aneroid design and then checking tho
results by experiments on an instrument constructed accordingly.
Several cases where accurate instruments are wsentiaI are:
(1) In the performance testing of aircraft;
(2) In landing at night or in fog;
(3) In aerial mapping;
(4) In bomb dropping; and
(5) As secondary standai’d for laboratory or field use.
In “performance tests the determination
of pressure is more important
than that of the
altitude.
13ither an instrument reading in pressure units or an altimeter with a fixed dial
should be used.
For landing at night, or in fog, the pilot could receive by radio from the landing station the
Knowing this pressure and having a reliablo aneroid, the
barometer reading at the station.
~ pilot could descend to this pressure level, i. e., ground lev~l, as indicated by KB aneroid, without
The necessity for accuracy here is easily seen, Too large an error may bo
danger of crashing.
fatal to crew and passengers.
624
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Aerial mapping and bomb droppimg are ~e only us= stated here where the temperature of
the air need be accounted for accurately in the determination
of altitudes.
This being the case,
temperature errors due to deviation from the altitude fornda will usmdly overshadow errors in
the pressure determination,
but accurate rcdts
are desired, and instrumental
errors shouId be
P
eliminated when it is practical to do so. An accuiate instrument graduated in pressure units could be used to advant.rige m a secondary standard for the calibration and adjustment of altimeters in the laboratory’ and on the
field. For this purpose the instrument shouId indicate the pressure directly with nearly the
accuracy of a mercurial bmometer.
The ordinary comm~ciaI instrument is not satisfactory
for this purpose, since its readings, owing to imperfect elasticity of the diaphraem,
depend on
the rate of chauge of pressure to which it is subjected.
A secondary standard of this type is
especially needed for use at aviation fields
where mercurial” instruments
which require
.4- * ovytm+ge caru77erc.&/hsfnmtw f
.
“
B= careful adjustment and the use of correction
%
precision
olfimeW
no. 1
tabIes are very inconvenient.
~
— ~
The most difEcult error to eliminate or ~
[ c
correct for in an aneroid barometer
is the
:K lo ~
—
ehistic Iag or time effect. Fiie
1 shows the
~ - 8.1
s
//
hysteresis in commercial altimeters.
Curve B
{
is the best instrument of a group of approxi.;2D
mately 10 Acnericm and foreigg makes which
A
were tested.
A hysteresis error of 2* per cent
$
is 250 feet on a 10,000-foot instrument,
,or s!!
500 feet on a 20,000-foot instrument.
The$3~oM~~~m~
~~~~*
A/f#ude h P& &
af it?e range
cause of this hyster@s is imperfect elasticity
of the spring or diaphragm, usually due to a m. ~.–m ~te ti~t w thetie c+d~t intIMbtmia tm
wm KOfeet~minutO. me-at
thetopw ~ tiut=
stress too high for the materkd used.
Also
the mechanical support of the sprhg and the
knife edge which fastens the diaphragm to the spring were found to be sourc= of error.
ESSENTIAL PRIN~LES

*—

-. —

.
.
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OF PRECISION ALTIMETER DESIGN.

The design of an altimeter is necessarily such that the tihed
instrument is a compromise
among the many desirable features.
Some of these d@rabIe feat urea are:
(1) A Iarge diaphragm, so as to get sufhcientworkimg
force to operate ~he mecha.
nism properly.
(2) A SpI@ with low mmcimum stress, stiff relative to the diapbagm.
(3) A large ddkction combined with a and multiplying ratio. s
After the outside &a’meter of the instrument
has been decided upon, the problem is to
put the best possible mechanism in the space amilable.

.—
“’ ._—

-

—

DIAPHRAGM DESIGN.
AREA.
EFE’EcrIvE

The effective area of a diaphragm is defined as the ratio of the
the center to the pressure required ta produce this force.
To calculate the effective area of a diaphragm, let us assume that
from the center to the outside rim, ABCD (fig. 2), acts as a flexible
throughout a given section.
Let r= radius of the center.
R= outside radius less the radius of the center.
b= an angular increment includ@ the area ABCD.
~= the atmospheric pressure in pounda per square inch.
a= angle of departure of the diapbragg from face of center

distending

force applied at

—

a section of the diaphragm
cable with a uniform stress

-o

.plate.
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Using the notation of figure 2, the area of the section ABCD is ~ (H +211r)Aw
The load on
th” area is ~ (IF +-!M??’)Au~, supported partly at the ceriter and partly at the outside rim. The
mom-~t of th~ load on the area ABCD-abo~t the tangent to the circlo
at BC is (~l?%’Au+&lPAu)P. Divide this moment by 1? and we
get the jart of the load supported by tho center, approximately
(ll?r +~@)Aa@.
Now the total prassurc failing on the rigid ccntcr
of which AOD is a sector is transmitted to the spring and has therefore to be added.
The load at the center due to the ~essure on
the triangle BOC is ($E + $I?r+ ~#)AwP. The total load on the
center i9
‘; (~R2+~Rri- $ra)AtiP= (@+
~
.. .
The efbctive area then, is, by definition,

FIG.
2.-Sugpmfon
dlaphm~

Rr +rI)TP.

The ratio of the effective area to the actual area is

~Ra -I-RtI+-r’

.-

R’-F2 Rr+#
.

which may be expressed in the form

This ratio varies from one-third w-hen r is zero to unity when R is zero.
The foregoing analysis is an approximation
satisfactory for rehdively
inner radius r,

small w-dues of the

FIBER STRESS.

The maximuq fiber stress in the diaphragm occurs where it is fastened to the rigid center.
Ccmsiderimg the area ABCD again (fig. 2), the -iw@al load on tho center duo to this area was
found to be (fRr+ ~R2)AUP. NOW we denote the angle of departure from the center (fg. 2)
and consider the radial tension in the diaphragg
matsrial to be the resultant of the vertical
and a ~rizontal
pull. The total radial tension in the section AD is-.
(@T+;)Amp
—.—

‘m

,

a

The area of the section in tension at the center is rtAw, t being the thickness of the material.
The fiber stress is then—
f= (+::::

f:@p’

:+~
()

~;a”

‘

Since the area supporting this load at any other place in the diaphragm
the distance from the center, the stress at any point is

varies directly

where rl is the distance from the center to the point where the stress is to be calculated.
a smooth diaphragm.

is for

as

This

Ammmm

In a corrugated diap~a=m
the maximum
and, using the spboIs
of figure 3, is
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stress occurs at the bottom

of. the corrugation,

_ .~
—

F=f(I+y)

‘:(:+:)
For the proportions

shown in @re

3, 1 + ~

——

(’+?)E&i
= 16.

In order

that

the m-um

fiber stress

corrugations as in @e
3 should theoshall not exceed a certain limit, a diaphragm ha~m
retically be 16 times as thick as a smooth diaphragm
1
of the same radius and ar@e of departure from the
center.
‘In the design of precision ahimeters the dia—
Pifch —
phragm is the demerit which Jimits the general size
.
of the mechanism
In the Bureau of Standards preFIG. %-~p~8@
coimI@ons.
cision aMmeter IJo. 1, which is described in detaiI
It is believed, however, that
hater in the paper, the diaphra=m diameter is about 8 inches.
area to spring str~
and
of
diaphragm
ralation
a diameter of 5 inti
will give the proper
deflection.
The total area o~the diap~~m
is then 19.6 sq~are fiches.
Substituting
in the above equations, the effective area is found to be 8.6 square inches,
or 44 per cent of the total mea. T!Ms area is assumed to be constant for alI positions of the
diaphragm
At 14.7 pounds pbr square inch atmospheric presmre the load which the .diaphraam puts
At 30,000 feet the pressure is about one-third of
on the spring is 8.6x14.7=126
pounds.
that at sea level. The load on the spring is 8.6x4.9=42
pounds.
It is, therefore, required
that the spring be designed to carry a maximum load of 126 POUUdS, witi a worb
rti%e of
42 to 126 pOIHldS.
Ikis a matter of ppference whether the diaphra.be corrugated or smooth.
& developed
above, the metal for a corrugated diaphragg
should be semmd times the thickness of metal
for a smooth diaphragg of the same size. Phosphor bronze and nickel sihr are goad materials
The stress should not exceed 12,000 pounds per square inch for either of these
for diaphragms.
Inetfds.
DMFTCO}~~S.4~-G DL4PERkGXI
.
If the altimeter diaphragm has a variable area, as shown diagrammatically
in figure 4,
it has two advantages over the constant area diaphragm.
In the ~t place the area increases
as the aItitude increases.
This tends to make a
straight deflection-altitude
cur-re, or, with a constant multiplying ratio, a uniform aItitude scale.
The other advantage is the drift qompensat~u
feature.
If the pressure on the instrument is rePIO.L-Driftmpi?n.?atig*P-.
duced until the pressure cor~ponds
to a chosen
altitude, and is held constant at this value, the read@ then increas= gradualIy, owing to drift
in the spring and diaphragg
‘With the variable area diaphragm, this drift caus~ an increaee
in the effective diaphragm area, thereby augment@
the load on the spring which, in turn, tends
to diminish the drift.
This has been verified experimentally
by the fact that the spring used in the precision
altimeter. described below, shows less hysteresis when coupled with the diaphragm as used in
~e ~t~ent
than does ‘tie spring do~e whep t@ed by deflecting it with ~~~hts.
A possible disadvantage of the variable area diaphragm is the I@bility to a chmge in the
Further experience is necessary before the
calibration caused by stretching of the diaphra=m.
seriousness of this possibility mm be determined.
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SPRING DESIGN.
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A
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It can be proved that” the hysteresis in an aneroid barometer maybe reduced
to a very low value if a spring with good elastic properties is used in conjunction
with a relatively very flexible diaphragm, ‘although the diaphragm i.helf may have
poor elastic properties.
This principle has been applied in the construction of the
altimeter described in this paper and maybe demonstrated as follows: ~
If two springs with stiffness J.91and 8,, respectively, are connected together as
in figure 5, the stiffness of the system to a force applied at A is S’=Sl +Sa.
(Stiflness is defied
as the amount of force applied per unit of deflection.)
Now, if h, and h, are the hysteresis values of the two springs, respectively, for a
cer’tain range of deflection, the hysteresis of the point A for the system is—

Pm. 6.-sprhlg

h=h,~+hz~
If S, is the stiffness of the spring and S, is the stiffness of the diaphragm;
mated

that in the Bureau

of Standards

precision

altimeter

No. 1 # =0.99

e. g., it is esti-

and,%-

0.01.

the hysteresis in the spring for the maximum range is 0.02 per cent and the hysteresis
diaphragm for the corresponding range is 2 per cent, the hysteresis of the combination is
h==O.02~+

If

in the

2.01~o = 0:~4 per cent.

COMPOSITION OF THE STEEL AND PERML9SIBLESTRESS.

Several investigators, in particular Bairstow,2 and Smith and V7edgewood 3 have studied
the possible relations existing between hysteresis in stmI and the fatigue strength.
They have
shown that the limit of proportionality
as ordinarily determined can not be t.akcn as a criterion of the limitiug stress below which there is negligible or zero hysteresis, but that the
fatigue limit as determined by repeated stress is the limit below which there is no me~urable
hysteresis.
Further, the width of the hysteresis loop increases with increasing stresses beyond
the fatigue limit and for a strms range greater than the fatigue range the widtli of the hysteresis
loop increases with increasing number of repetitions of stress.
Using these facts as a basis, it is readily seen that the permissilie stress in an aneroid
spring, or in any steel sprixqg where true elastic reaction is nec~ssry, is the fatigue limit of the
steel used. This fatigue limit for good grad= of commercial alloy spring steels is approxilIowevcr, since the width of the
mately 25,000 to 3~00” pounds per square inch fiber stress.
hysteresis loop is very smalI for stresses somewhat above tlm fatigue limit, and bccauecs of the
relatively very low number of stress alternations an aneroid spring would undergo during its
lifetime, compare’d with the number required to cause failure from fatigue, a maximum fiber
stress of 50,000 p“otids per square inch is probably not excessive for heat-treated
alloy steels.
This is especially truo in an aneroid spring where tho stress is never reversed (tension to compression) and there is a consequent tendency for the spring to adjust itself to the range over
which it operates. Extensive experimenting
was done in the attempt @ make a suitable spring for the precision ahimeter .No. 1.
The best spring obtained was of a special nickel-@licon steel having a yield point of 276,500
pounds per square inch. Increasing the maximum fiber stress of this spring from zero to 100,000
pounde per square inch and back to zero in 20”minut=, the maximum width of the hysteresis
To ba cm the safe side and to permit tho use of
loop was 0.3 per cent of the total deflection.
1M.D.Hcr~y. ‘rlm#yofSti~ ofElutlaSystem. Jonmnlo~th~
W~n
01kvlng the spring as stlJT M posdble mmpsmd to the dlaptism WE+pmpostd
applied to sltlme@r dcsfgn In general.
2 Bafrstow, LSOlld.
PM. !hamr. 1910,V. 210,p. 36.
1,303.
~Smith snd Wedgmood.Journ.IronSW1Inst.Q.B.,1B15,

Academy
ofmm,

VOL
VI,p.5@,lU13.l%errlndplc

by Mr. Hcrsey at the oufszx of the present work, snd may b
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commercial heat-treated
alloy steels, 50,000 pounds per square inch is chosen as an absolute
The nickel-dicon
steel on a range of 50,000 pounds per
ma.simum permissible fiber stress.
square inch should gi~e a hysteresis of only one-tenth of 1 per cent.
II the range of the instrument is 20 inches of mercury, the maximum width of the hysteresis loop ia 0.02 inch, or 30 feet
if the instrument is m altimeter.
-Z

STE=NESS AND DEFLECTION.

The spring shoqld be shaped so that as near as practicable there is a uniform stress over
This method decreases the stiffness but increases the deflection without
its entire length.
increasing the maximum fiber stress.
It is desirable to have the spring straight at either tlie middle of its working range or at
To accomplish this, the spring is made so that its free position is curved.
sea-level pressure.
If it is to be straight at the Ioad which is the middle of the working range, its free shape shouId
be the reverse of the curve taken by a similar straight spring when its total load is applied.
The foLlowing method may be used to cakulate the deflection of a leaf spring the width
and thickness of which varies with the position aIong the length of the spring.
I?iiure 6 represents a cantilever spring which is the same as one-half of the altimeter spring.
The cantilever is fastened at A, and this corresponds to the middle of the altimeter spring.
The notation ”used is:
l? =radius of curvature of the spring.
ZZ=modulua of ekticity
of the steeL
1= the moment of inertia of the section.
M= the moment caused by the load.
P= the load, concentrated at the end.
6 = the width of the section.
t= the thiclmess of the section.
x= the distance from the end.
D= the deflection at the end.
j= the fiber stress.
a= the length of an increment for graphictd computation.
The radius of curvature at any point along the length is

----

*

—

.
——

—

—

The angle a is then a/R1, etc.
The deflection, d,= a?

This formuIa is used for calculat@
the shape of the free spring so that it will be straight
at any required load, and also for calculating the stiffness and deflection.
Ifi has been found
by experiment that the stiffness for such deflections as here experienced is practicality constant.
Cemplete calculations for the spring to be used with the 5-inch diaphragm previously discussed wilI be given. The moduhm of elasticity of the steel is taken as 29x 10E“pounds per
square inch. The correct thiclmess for 50,000 pounds per square inch maximum fiber stress
is found to be about 0.095 inch. For tie shape calculation the load at the erid is 42 pounds,
or one-haLf of the diapha=pull at the middle of the worldng range.
The length, 31 inchesj
is divided into six parts, each 0.54 inches 10%G.
?0167-~4
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1
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.0482
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.1761
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i
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Tho total deflection is 0.095 inch. To get the shape dimensions
flection is subtracted from- the total deflection.

given in figure 6 each de-

!

At
(

6!9

/
‘P

FLQ,&-$qprtng de!kction.

The

stiffness,

~q~ = .095 inch.

s= 23X$=890

.

~lm fiber stress—

pounds

per inch.

The deflection

for the working

range “is
.-.
..

‘

6N0x3.25x63
=-49,500 pounds per square inch.
J=~=2.75
xO.00902
.
One-half of the maximum load of 126 pounds is used in calculating the fiber stress.
M~TIPLYING

MECHANISM.

CHARACTERISTICS.

Since the area of the diaphragm and the stiffness of the spring remain constant, the diaphragm .d@ction
~fl bear a linear relation. to !he pressure,
me problem is ta dcsigu ti
. multiplying mechamsm such that the movement of the end of the pointer beaM a direct linear
relation to the movement of the diaphragm.

FIG. 7.—Multlp1ying mecbanlsm.

The sector shtift and the main shrift
F~re
7 is a representation
of a lever mechanism.
are perpendicular and in the same plane.
Let a, t, and c be the lengths of the first, s~cond, and third lever inns, respeetirely.
Let A be tho angle between a and the horizonhd.
Let B be the angle between b nnd the -rertictd.
Let C be the angle between c and the plane drawn through the axes of both the
mfiin shrift tind the sector shaft.

..
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Let D be the angular deflection of the pointer.
Let z be the vertical movement of the diaphragms (x= O when the arm a is h,orizontaI).
Let R be the multiplying ratio of the sector to the pinion.
hsume that when the lever a is horizont.al, 7)is vertical, and c is in the same plane aY
the sector shaft and the main shaft-. That is, when z= O, A= 0, B= O, C= O.
Now the 10CUSof the point of contact between the lever arms 71and c is a straight line,
perpendicular to the plane in which the main shaft and the sector shaft were placed.
‘iTe will
use m as a symbol to denote the distance of the point of contact from this plane.
m=?i tanll
and m=c tan C
.“. ctanc=btanll

.“. c

If we express this equation
portional

1.25.

—.

--

c= 6 tan sin~:

as a series it appears

to x when ~ is about

constant for all positions
be uniform.

tan

-.

that D comes -rery close to being exactly pro-

As developed,

of the diaphragm.

the multiplying

It. follows therefore

.

ratio is approximately

that the pressure

scale will

ADrLls’rMENTs.
The shape of the calibration curve maybe adjusted by changing the ratio of the crossed
lever arms, and the scaIe value, or the general direction of the calibration curre, by adjusting
the length of the arm making contact with the top of the diaphragm.
These adjustments
should be made in the order mentioned, for the first changes the Scale value but the last does
not change the shape of the calibration curve.
TEMPERATURE

.—

..

COMFENSATTON.

B131ZTALLIC
B.~.

It is not practicable to forrmdate exactly a method of temperature compensation untiI the
nature and magnitude of the temperature
errors are determined axperimentdly.
In general,
the introduction
of one or more bimetallic bars somewhere in the lever mechanism wilI compensate the instrument.
In a bimetallic tar composed of two metals of Werent. temperature
coefficients of expansion, there is usually titbin each metal a “neutral surface which receivw no stress, the metal
on one side of this surface being in tension and the mehd on the other side being in compression.
It can be pro-red that tkugh
a large range of temperatures
these neutral surfaces do not
change theii position in the bar and, tlwref ore, the dist ante between them remains constant.
Vi’hen a bar, straight at one temperature,
takes a curved shape at another temperature,
this curve is the arc of a circle, and the radius of cur-rature is the same for any position along
the length of the bar. Starting with th=e assumptions, formuhe for calculating the deflection
of any bimetallic bar have been developed, leading to the conclusion that such a bar will give
a maximum deflection when the steel strip is approtiately
two-thirds as thick as the brass
strip in the usual case of the brass and steel combination.

--—.——

-.
---
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EFFECT OF AIR IN VACDUM BOX.

Another possibility of temperature compensation is the adjustment of the amount of air left
in the vacuum box. Less than one-half millimeter of air in the box has no effect on theoperation
of thb instrument,
and it is therefore never necessa~
to exhaust to a high vacuum.
For
temperature compensation 5 millimeters is the least amount. which will have an apprcciablo
effect. The box of the precision altimeter is exhausted to 0.2 millimeter.
POS1!I’IONERROR AND BALANCINGFOE YIJ3RATION.
The most serious vibration effect is caused by a vibration at right angles to the plane of
the diaphragm.
This is because it is “not practical to-balance the spring and diaphragm against
.—
other Darts. The ~osition error is a maximum
when ~he”face is d~wn. To minimize position
errors, the instrument should be calibmtcd ml
mounted in the airplane with the dial in the
same relative position.
Both sector and pinion should be brdanccd
about their axes. By referring to figure 7 it
cm be seen that tin angular acceleration
of
the instrument in a clockwise direction tends
to cause the pointer ‘and the sectir ta mom
m a counterclockwise
direction relative to tlm
rest of the instrumen t. Now, they both cannot
...
“/
move counterclockwise because they me ~cared
7
6
together.
If the moment of ine.rt~n of ~cctor
Fm. &-Mechankm of BnreAti of Standards precls~on altimeter No. L.
be~rs the same ratio to thtit of tho pointer
and pinion assembly as the ratio of the number of tekkh on the sector to that on the pinion they
will be balanced and the pointer will keep its position on the correct graduation.
To get this
ratio of the moments of inertia the sector should be made heavy and the pointer light.
THE BUREAUOF STANDARDSPRECIS1ON ALTIMETER NO. 1.
This instrument was developed by the Bureau Of Sttindards for the ~’~~Y and t~~eNational
Advisory Committee for Aerona~tics, based on
the theoretical considerations given above. In
it are eliminated to a large extent the errors ~20
commonly found in aneroid barometers, which t
have ako been discussed in detail in this paper. :.. +fu~
Referring to figure 8, a flexible diaphragm
.$ 0
m
(1) is coupled to a stiff mainspring (2) by means t
! /
/
.-.
.
..——
Y-/0
of yoke (5), the two bolts of which screw into
h
mpemfwe
I
Rc@rrfe
~ the center plate of the diaphragm.
The main. ---Q [20
spring is swung on two thin flexible sp@ge
(3) from spring supports (4). This method
012
9
[0
of support permits the free lateral movement
Affifide”Z +A&cx$s
of2eet8
of the end of the spring when deflected.
A
Fm. 9.--Prdshm altlrnetcr eallbratlon curve.
short Din mounted at the end of a short arm
from ~he spindle (6) fits into a conic~ bearing soldered in the center of the diaphragm plate.
This motion is multiplied by upright
Deflection; of the diaphragm
cause ‘(.6) to rotate.
(7), which is connected by rod (8) to tail of cam. .(9). A hairspring mounted on the srmm
shaft w cam (9) maintains a slight pressure on the conical bearing.
Cam (9) is rdado with a
varying radius so as ta facilitate the adjusting of the lever system to give an equally spaced
ti a sector (10) by means of a
altitude scale. Tha movement of this cam is conuimnicated
This sector meshes with pinion
small roller bearing on the end of arm from the sector shaft.
(I]) and rotates the hand (12). The roller bearing is held on the cam (9) by the tension of
the hairspring (13).

—.
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Figure 9. is a calibration curve of this instrument.
It is important to notice that the difference between the up and down readings is only 15 feet and is very small compared with that
of an ordimwy service instrument.
The instrument embodies the drift compensating feature. ”
As previously stated, there is some doubt as to whether an instrument with this drift compensating feature fl
hold its calibration, but this particular instrument
has shown no change.
Prelimimg
tests indicate the temperature
This point is under further investigation, howewr.
error of this instrument without bimetallic bars to be sn@l.
The successful development of a precision instrument of t~ type is dependent on very careful worlnnanship.
The authors were fortunate in having the assistance of Ml-. l?. C!ordero, of
the Bureau of Standards, in the construction of this instrument.

,
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PART III.

,.

STATOSCOPES AND RATE-OF-CLIMB INDICATORS.
FIYATEERTON

H. biEARS.

INTRODUCTION.

Statoscopes>are used for indicfiting when aircraft are maintaining a constant altitude, or
for quickly determining small changes of Ultitude.
me ordinary a~titude instruments, the altiThey tye too slow in action and nol
meter and the barograph, are of littl~ use for this purpose.
Few altimetem or barographs will inclicate with reliability a chango of
sufficiently sensitive.
altitude of 20 feet. The states.cope is especially useful in the navigation of balloons find dirigibles, since it shows immediately when the aircraft is ascending or dwcending.
This gives the
navigator warning before t~~ airship has had time to gain an apprecinblc wytiml velocity; find
thus avoids the necessity of making wasteful adjustments of, either the gas or ballast.
Sttitoscopes, of the bubble type, can also bc wed
to indicate approximately
the rate of ascenL
or descent of an airplane by determining tho
rate tit. which the bubble breaks.
Rate-of-climb indicatolw haw the advantage over statoscopes of giving at once the approximate rate of climb, without time observations and in most cases without subsequent
calculations.
This is advant.agcous in helping
the pilot to attain his maximum climbing
speed, for example in aircraft pwformancc
Fm. L-Ouster bubble St8tC6m~
tests, since he has only to ubservc the instrument and so manipulate the controls as la get-the maximum indications.
In the landing of lMlloons and dirigibles it is also very important. to know the rate of. descent.
The Bureau of Standards has recently cleveloped a mechanical typo of rata-of-climb intlicator of such sensitiveness and accuracy as to fuMll the requirements of both stat. oscopes and
rate-of-climb indicators on nearly aIl types of aircraft.
DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENTS.
STATOSCOPES.

Bubble statowopee-Anuwican.-The
indicating bubble type, as shown in the following photograph (fig. .1) and diagriun (fig. 2), consists of ~ thermalIy insulated air chamber with an outlot
to the external air, To this is attached a small special radium-illuminated
curved ghss gauge
or manometer.
The curvature of this gauge is varied according to the desired sensitivity to
In this gauge is placed a very emall amount of liquid, which should have low
change in altitude.
density and low vapor pressure.
Its viscosity should not be excessive at a low temperature.
At each end of the gauge is b]Qwn a glass trap which prevents the liquid from escaping either
into the air chambar or to the outside air. When the pressure is changed in any manner t.ho
534
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liquid moves toward that end of the gauge which is at. the lower pressure.
The enlarged end of
the gauge causes the liquid to form a bubble (hence the name bubble statoscope).
This bubble
is now pushed still farther into the enlarged section of the gauge and breaks, aIlowing the air to
flow past, thus equalizing the presmre between the inside tind outside air. The liquid now
flows back into the center of the gauge and ~orms an
indicating mediuni again.
The above cycle of operation continues as long as there is a ‘&ange @ pressure.

.-.. ...
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u-----------------hsufoff%

FIG. Z.–D@em
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,

of Custer bubblest.stowope.

FtG. s.—Brttish Wright bubblestatcmcp.

The sensitititv . is such M to moduce u movement of the bubble equal to one of the arbitrary
scale divisions for a pressure chamge of 0.02 of an inch of mercury.
This corresponds to ~
1
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Fm. 4.—Xwbaniml statmmpedkJPbr3sw
mnltiplylng
mwhankmandd@J.

change in altitude of 20 feet at sea Ierel or 26 feet at an altitude of 10,000 feet. This type of
instr~ent.
lms been the most extensivel~ used of the vurious types of statoscopes.
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Bubble statoscopes-Britisii. —The essential details and operations of this statoscope (fig. 3)
are the same as in the tierncau
instrument.
Considerable care is taken in the thermal insulation of the air chamber, which is a Demar flask jncased in”wool felt. The sensitivity of the
instrument is such that a change in pressure corresponding to 2 or 3 feet of altitude at sea level
is indicated by this instrument.
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i?.fechani.cal sta.towopt?s-A? &can~— The indicating pointer type shown by photographs
(figs. 4 and 5) and diagrams (fig. 7), consists of “a cylindrical metallic air chamber (l),
one end of which is a very thin, flexible, corrugated, metallic diaphragm (2). Deflect.ions of
this diaphragg
are. indicated Ori the dkd of the instrument by mems of pointer (6), which
is actuated by the multiplying mechanism in the following manner: The motion of the diaphrab~ is transmitted to the multiplying mechnnisrn by means
,6
of the upright soldered to the center of the diaphr~um.
This
is in contact with” one arm of the bell-crank shaped lever (3) to
the. other arm of which is attached a connecting link (4).
The other end of this connecting link is uttachcd to a smal~
cam (5), on the shaft of which is mounted the pointer (6).
There is an outlet (8) to the air chamber to which is athwhcd
a small rubber tube. The knurled-headed screw (9) is used to
adjust the zero ~tting of the pointer.
To operate the imtrument the opening in the air chamber is closed by pinching tho
rubber tubing.
If now the external air pressure on t.hc il)strument is changed, the diaphragm deflects, duo tu the differenm
in pressure; outward if the pressure is reduced, indicating an
ascent; and inward if increased, showing a descent.
The dial
of the instrument
has a luminous arbitrarily divided scale.
The value of the divisions is determined by experiment,.
Ilo
instrument shown b the figures 4 and 5 was not thermally insulated, hence alight variations in temperature
causo it to
FI& O.—Assembly drawing mmhonfcal stab
deflect when the ou~et is closed, thus making it unreliable.
=We.
RATE-OF-CLIMEINDICATORS.

The hatunoscope, chronometrio type. —This instrument

is a modification of the mechanical
The
outlet
to
the
external
air
in the instrument is automatically
statoscope described above.
opened and closed at regular time intervals (every 20 seconds) by means of clockwork.
It
has a thermaUy insulated air chamber the diaphraagn of which, ki made of rubber, oiled silk,
Deflections of this diaphra=m, as in the case of the mechanical statoscope,
or similar materials.
are indicated on the dial of the instrument
through the intermediary
action of a multiplying mechanism.
The operation of the instrument
is as
follows: Suppose the presmwe of the external
air to be changing gs in the flight of an aircraft.
The clockwork controlling the automatic valve is started.
This chess the automatic valve, which traps the air in the
chamber.
The diaphraba
deflects, due to
the change of external air pressure, this motion of the diaphraaa
being indicated by the
movement of the pointer over the dial of
the ,instrument.
This deflection continues
/,
a
until the valve is opened by the clockwork,
~m 7,-Awmblydrowhgmechanical
atatmo~.
equalizing the internal
and external pressure, The pointer now goes back to zero , indicating
that the diaphragm
is back to its
initial position.
The amplitude of this periodic movement of the pointer is a measure of the
rate of change of pressure, from which the rate of climb can be computed.
These instruments
are furnished with an arbitrary scale, the values of its division in rate of change of pressure
(rate of climb) being determined by experiment,
From data obtained in the laboratory,
a
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table or chart maybe cmstructed of the indications of the instrument at various rate+ of climb
and altitudes.
From this the readings of the instrument can be converted into rates of climb
at W ahitudes.
Site
the instrument indicates only pressure differences, the above fiabIe is
necessary.
A little consideration of the pressure altitude relation shows this instrument will
give widely diiTerent readings for the same rate of climb at different altitudes.
inherent disadvantages of the kahnoscope
have
Lsafi type of rate-ofxlind Micators.-The
lead ta the de~elopment of rate-of4imb
~dicators of the capillary. leak type. These instruments all operate on the same general principle.
A thermalIy insulated air chamber is cIosed
to the external air, except for a smalI opening which may consist of” either a needle wdre or
capiIIary tube. If the pressure of the extermd air is varying in any manner, the pressure tilde
the air chamber will lag behind that of the external air, due to the resistance ofiered to the
equalization of pressure by the leak opening.
This causes a pressure difference which is measured

—
.-

—
.
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I

K
,
.

FIG. S.-British rate-oklimb Indicatca md Bureau of
StmWxd9 ratMMhnb indbmt.m.

Fm. Q.–Liquid t~

rarwf+imb

Indfmtor.

bv some tme of indicatim mechanism, either a Iicwid manometer or the deflection of a semitive
~aphragg~
The nontur~ulent
flow kough
captiary tubes depends .on the viscosity of the
air: and since the tioiity
is independent of the air density, it can be easily proved that an
instrument constructed on this principle and graduated to indicate rate of climb wiII have a
scale value vrbich will be approximately tidependent
of the altitude as determined by pressure.
The scale value of a rat~ofdimb
indicator is here defined m the ratio of the true rate of climb
to that indicated by the instrument.
B. A E. madeL—This instrument is typical of all
lfcdei!s using a liquid munometer-%lbh
liquid types of rate-of-climb indicators, which cmsist of an air chamber cjosed to the air except
for a leak or vent.
The pressure difference beixreen the internal and suqminding air is metiured
by a liquid manometer, in most cases an or&nary LJ tube.
This instr~ent,
mustrated on the .
foLlowing pages (*s. 8, 9, and 10), consists of a thefitiy
rnstdated chamber (Dewar bulb)
(6) closed to the air except for a capilhmy leak tube (5). Any pressure difference between the
tivo ends of the capilhiry tube due to variation of the axtemal air pressure is indicated by the
~iquid (7) rising or falling in the specially constructed manometer tube (4). Both ends af his
manometer are blown in such a manner as to prevent the liquid from spilling out no matter
.
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orientated or to what prcssuro”chtingo it is subjected, n dccidcd. advant.uge
of instruments.
to the trap (3), by means of a -rubber tube (2), n devicw for flushing t.hc
is operated by pressing n small@ob invmrd, then closing the I101cthrough

/. Volve for flushing monomefec I
.?.Rubber fube cmmec+ion:
3. Tm,o for ik%ofing
l&qutd.
4. A?onome*
fubc.
5. Copillory leak fube.
6.Oe wor 6uI15(Air chomber)
.
7.hdicotmg /!quid

.
FIG. 11.-BM8h

VL+ght rim-and-fall Indkator &ndCUC.

110. 1O.—E. A. E. (Brlt.lsh)
rate-of<limb hdk’atcz.

.
Pm?. 12.—Rtseand-fall indlcatbr and w

dfsmz?mblod.

this knob by the fiugcr md Wowing the knob to be pressed outward b.y the srxinp tension.
‘Ilc
<.
suction produced. cmmes the liquid h rise in the manometer tube, thi fltwh~ng it,
This instrument has a range of rate of ascent up to 1,100 feet per minute tinrl a rtilc uf
descent of 200 feet per minute.
The time lag is rather largo in this instrument, about 30 seconds,
That is the time interval required before the instrument indicat~= its. true rate of climb when
“properly calibrated,

‘
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l%e British lT’ht (1. rise and fd indicator.—The main detds of this rate-of-climb
indicator, as may be seen by referring to the following photographs
(figs. 11 and 12), are the
same as in the previously described instrument.
The glass capillary is replaced by one’ of
platinum.
The specially designed manometer is replaced by a U tube.
There is a cock attached
to the manometer which-when closed preventi the instrument from indicating. — The range is
from O to 2,000 feet per minute, both for ascent and descent.
.
German i5a1700n variometer (&. 13).—This
im~trument is similar to the British R. A. E.
—
described above. The main difference is the
.-l
addition of a filter rmd dryer for the air before
%:
it passes thro~uh the capillary leak tube.
The
manometer is inclined and hence requires only
a small pressure difference for a giren rea~
therebv cutting down the time l~u but at the
same ~ie making it neces5ary to exercise ~gceat
care in maintair@
the instrument lereL The
air chamber is a Dewar bulb surrounded with
cork, which provides exceptionally good thermal
inmlation.
This instrument
is made in two
ranges from O to 600, or O to 1,200 feet per minute. The time kg is smaU, about 5 seconds.
Sometimes
instruments
of both ranges are
mounted together, the combination be~~ known
as a double vnriometer.
I“ertimefm @g. 14).—This. instrument, of
FIG. S3.-Gmnan IMIIam wirmeter.
American manufacture,
presents
a uniclue de.
mwture from the *neral
construction
of rate-of-climb iudicato~.
The air chmaber consists
if a large uninsul~ted stream-lined receptacle, which is m-o~ted on the plane away from the
cockpit, where it will maintain the temperature of the free air. The indicat~~ mechanism of
this instrument is shown in the followiqg diaggam (tig. 15). The air chamber is attached to
the indicat~m mechankm by a 10%wrubber tub~m, the le@h and bore of which must be of
the proper dimem%ions or the calibration of the instrument will be affected.
The outlet (5) of the
inilcating mechanism is directiy connected
to the manometer
(1) and a neede wdre
(4), the needk valve tak@ the place of the
capilIary leak tubes in the other instruments.
This valve is in communication
with the
surrounding
air through the outlet (6),
lThen the needIe -ralre is adjuded so that
the manometer gives the proper indications
of rate of chrnb, the -ralre lock nut (7) of
the mdve is soldered in position.
The trap
in this instrument
does not prevent
the
ewape of liquid, either into the extern~l air
if the rate of ascent is exce=ive or into the
Fm. 1I.—The vertimeter. M.IAmeriesn rat~+llrnb
Imi@tcr.
needle -ralve and the air chamber in the
The design of the trap is such thut a loss of Iiquid occurs whenever
case of too rapid descent.
In the former case the instrument must be refdled, tmd in
the velocity of the latter is great.
the latter the needle -ialve must be takeri out. and cleaned and the instrurpent rectdibratd.
Either contingency is likely to happen in ili.ggt, especially if the ins-trument & tilted during
cLimb or descent.
The range of the instrument is from O to 2,000 feet per minute for ascent
and O to 3,000 feet per minute for descent.
The time lag is sm~,.5 seconds, but the scale is
not so open as in other instruments.
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—kfechanfial rate-of-climb indicators differ radically
Models using a diaph+qvri m.anornater.
from the liquid type in the substitution of a sensitive diaphragm in the pressure-measuring
clement in place of the liquid manometer.
SeveraI models of this type have been designed and
constructed at the Bureau of Standards.
~o designs, known as modeIs No. 2 and ITo. 3, are
in practical use and are described below in detail.
Bureau of LWndanis, model No. fi: The operation of this instrument may be studied
by referring to the following diagram and
5. Corm.”to ok chomba
L Mn70meter
‘tub e
photographs
(figs. 16 and 17). A bank of
6. Ekfernol
air infet
2.Nee dfe voive sf em
7, Locknuf fbr VOIV6stem
3.hfeedte volve spring
metallic diaphragms (1) connected together
8. Wire gauze Cbross)
4. Needle
vofve
at the center by metallic rings forms t.ho fiir
9. Indicofing
liquid”
.,
chamber of this instrummt.
To this air
t
chamber
is
attached
a
capillary
leak
tube (2.)
..
The deflection of them diaphr~gms is communicated to the indicating hand at}achcd
at (8) through the multiplying lever (3), by
tho phosphor-bronze
strip (4). Thii motion
is communicated
to the tirbor (7) by means
of another phosphor-bronze
strip (4 ‘). A

6
2
3

-.

t
Ffo. 15.—Vertlmeter.
f

:
4

--3
-/

!

1
FrQ. 16.–DLsmwmbled Bureau 01Standerds ret=f+llmb

Indimtor.

FIG. 17.—Bureau of fXand&xls rated-dhnb
nm?herdce.11ype. 2d@.lclNo. 2.

indicdor

slight tension is kept cm this system by the hairspring (6). Thermal insulation is provided by an
The range of thjs instrument is from O to 2,000 feet per
air jacket around the. mechanism.
minute both for ascent and descent, but it can be subjected to all rates that would be expmiThe time lag of the instrument is 30 seconds.
enced in the flight of aircraft without damage.
Bureau of Standards, nwdel No. 3: Certain modifications of the above-described model
were found desirable in order, to reduce the time lag, and to diminish other sources of error:
“
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These instruments -were incorporated
in the design of a new instrument for the Balloon and
Referring to diagrams gnd illustrations of model No. 3
Airship Division, Army Air Service.
(figs. 1S, 19, and 20), the following are the more important changes:
First. The substitution
of a large-diameter
rigid type of air chamber (1) with thin diaphragm (3) in place of a bank of metallic diaphragms connected together at the center by
metallic @s, which formed tha air chamber in the older model
This modification makes it
possible to get a sufficient deflection of the diaphragm with a smalIer pressure difference, thus

—.
.—
.-...—

.

FIG. l&—Rateof-cIimb indkatc.r,

cutting down the time Iag to a fraction of its former value, and at the same time dirninating the
large inclination error in the previous. instrument,
due ta the mountii
and mass of the diaphragms.
Secmd. The use of a glass capillary tube (6) instead of one of copper.
This motivation
suggwted itself when the calibration of modeI NTQ.2 was observed to change sIightly, which
was thought ta be due to corrosion of copper tube.
Third. The diminution of all levers, facilitating the counterbalancing
of the working parts
of the instrumentFourth. The substitut@n of a helical spring (13) in place of m ordinary watch hairspring.
This alIows the addition of the zero regulator, and has also the following advantagea: It make
it possible to obtain a much finer adjustment of the tension on the diaphra=gg+~ it furnishes a
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*[G. 19.-BaWoGcllmb indicator, modd NO. 3.

means of adjusting the calibration of the instrument;
and it provides i means of compensa~ing
the instrument for temperature.
The operation of the mechanism is as fokws:
Deflections in the diapbmgrn (3] are multiplied and wnnnmnicated
to the indicating hand (2S) through th~ phosphor-bronze
correcting
strip (2o), which actuates the ruultiplfi~
p~ey (181, whioh in turn transmits the motion to the
pulley on the indicating arbor (26) by means of the phosphor-bronze
connecting strip (21).
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This motion is read cm the dial by means of th indicating hand (28). Tha helical spr~ng (13)
serves the purpose of taking up all buclilash in the instmment,
and also to adjust tho zero
setting of the indicating” hand by varying the tension on the diaphrngrn (3) by menns of the slide
(15) and the ndjusting screw (16). Tho rung6 of the instrument is from O to 3,00.0 fwt pcr
minute ascent to O to 3)000 feet per minute descent, but, like the phcvious model, can be subjected to all rates, up to about 9,OOOfeet per minute ascent and to 30,000 feet per minute descent
without injury, so that it is almost impossible to damage the instrumcn t by subjecting i~ to a
The time lag is about 5 seconds.
too great change in pressure.
German nwchanical Tate-oJ*liti indicator. —Thh instrument (@$, 21 to 24) ,~ simihw in
many respects to the Bureau of Standards model .~o. 3, although the two instruments
were
The operation of the instrument
is as follovrs: The movement of
developed independently.
the diaphragm is communicated
to the. pointer by “means of a connecting thread (3), which
by a “co@mweighL
Tho
actuates the multiply@
lo~er (6). This lever is counterbalanced
..-

:4 -’...

—..

..-,

10
—.

i
-

—

*III

.-.
Fm. 211—But em of Stand@a mtwklhnb
type, model NQ. 8.

indicator, mech@caI

JWt. 2! .—German ratc+of-cl!mbbxhtor,

mcchdcnt

type, No. M27’,

multiplying arm of tlhjs lever communicates its motion to the indicating pullcy (7) to which is
attached the pointer (8) and is rotatod by means of the winding and unwinding of the thread
on the pulley against the tension of the hairspr@
(9) which is at t tithed to the same shmft.
This shaft is also counterbalan~ed.
The motion of the above, mecha.ni?m is limited by two stops
inserted into the nmltiplying lever and bent so as to allow for proper movement of tho pointer,
but preventing the mechanism from being damaged by excessive pressure diiIercnccs.
It operates by putting tm.sion on a light helical spring
There is a zero regulator attached.
(13) which is attached to the center of the. diaphragm.
This is accomplished by turning the
knurled screw (12) placed on the outside of the instrument case, which winds or unwinds thread
(14), the OfiIW end of which passes o-rer guide pulley (15), thus adjusting the tension on the
spring (13).
The leak devica of this instrument is un.usua~.. It cons~tg .of a ~u~e (l)J igt~ which is inserted a tapering pin. The instrument is calibr~ted by adjusting the position of ti~s p-in in
,
&
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the tube. Thermal’ insulation ~ effected by an air jacket between the air chamber and the
outer case.
The range of the instrument is from o to 1,000 feet per minute, both for descent and ascent.
The time la~-is about the same as in Bureau of Standa&
model A’o. 3.
JIagne;c
ty@-While
instruments
of the leak
type and automatic statoscopes represented by the
kat anoscope constitute
the only types of rate-ofclimb indicators which ha~e found practicaI use,
-i-arious other ttypes of rat e-of-dirnb indicatom have
A magnetic instrument
of Dutch
been suggested.
manufacture
uses a propeIler-clrRen
armature
revolving in the field of a permanent ma=gnet-. This
magnet swings Iike a pendulum and is always in a
The rat e of climb is determined
verticaI position.
by the speed of rotation and orientation of the armature in the ma=wetic field, since the rtde of climb is
a function of the air speed and the position of the
m-mature in the magnetic field.
COMBINATION STATOSCOPE k\_Ll
RATE-OF-B

.—
—
, --

IKDICATOR.

that an instrument
be
lt has been suggested
I% ZL-Oermunrate4cUmb Indkutor.
and w
d&oned
to fuction
both as a shtoscope
rate-of<limb indicator.
One way of .sloing this would be to pro-iide a valve to close the leak
orifice, in which cnse the instrument. ran be used as a sttitos;ope.
‘i’iith instruments as se~i-

—
—

F[G. 23.-O6rman rate-of-climb U?dkWc.r.

tive as the mechanical rate-of-climb indicator this will not- be necessary for heatier-than-air
craft! since these instruments indicate a rate of cLimb as small as 20 feet per minute; however,

._._.- - _.
%s,,.=:

~

FIG. 2J.—Gernmn ratwf+lbnb

in the opemtion of lighter-than-air
than is possibIe with a rate-of-diib
ment would be udwmtwgeous.

fndfCatm, dksassembkd.

craft un instrument giving much more sensitive indications
indirator is required, and for this purpose a combined instru,
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TESTING METHODS FOR STATOSCOPES.
PRELINfINARY TESTS. “

Before proceeding with the ordinary routine tests, all types of sttitoscopes are examined
as regards workmanship
and for any mechanical defect& A bubble instrument is inspectml
for broken and disconnected tubes.
A mechanical type is tapped lightly to determina whether
It is then given a slight rotary motion, so as to deflect the
the pointer is loose on the shaft.
pointer.
If serious oscillations occur, the hairspring is too weak or a part of the laver system
is discomected.
The mechanism is then tested for balance by placing the instrument first in
a horizontal and then in a vertical position and noting any change in the position of the pointer.
Mechanical instruments
are tested for leaks in the following manner: The inshwncnt,
with its air outlet closed, is placed in a glass bell jar or other container in which it can l.)c observed.
The pressure is reduced until the pointer indicates the maximum deflection, and the instrurnen$
If during this we the reading of the instrument decreases,
is held at this pressure for one hour.
a leak is indicated.
Care is taken that the temperature
of the instrument is kept constant
throughout this test.
.
TEMPERATURE
TZSTS.
The thermal insulation of the ah chamber of the instrument is @ted as follows: Tlm
instrument is placed in a temperature chamber at —10° C. and kept there for thrco hue
to
F
Bell

Buromefer

jar

..

~

Sf@oscope

.. .

Pinch

~

+
Vucuum pump

cock

Rubber
tube

j

..
Vucuufn

pump

—

Fm. 25—Diagram of connections for twflng bubble Q_pestatcampe.

.

PrcI. !X—D@rimr ofconnwtlom for twtIng mctbmdml shtoec~c.

make sure that it has attained throughout the temperature of the chamber.
It is then quickly
placed in a second chamber, at a temperature of + 40° C. and read at intervals for two hours.
The barometric pressure is also noted so th~t cor~ections can bo applied for change of atmosDuring this test t~e instrument .@ould not give R greater indication than
pheric pressure.
would be produced by a change in altitude of 1,000 feet (i. e., a chango of pressure of about
1 inch of mercury), allowance having been made for any change of atmospheric pressure during
the test. The instrument is also observed for any change of reading due to expansion or contraction of the mechanism, with temperature
change, and the lmbb~e statoscopo for lmge
changes i.q viscosity of the indicating liquid.
PRESSURE
DIFFERENCE
TEWW.
These tests are. conducted in the following manner: In the case of the lmbblo type, the
instrument is placed in a bell jar which is connected to the barometer and tho vacuum pump
as is shown in the following illustration
(fig. 25). T’Then adjusted and tlm apparatus is found
free from leaks, the pressure in the system is reduced until one end” of the bubblo is brought to
a certain mark on the curved gauge. After the pressure has been kept consttmt for a short time,
The pressure is now reduced until the bubble breaks,
the reading of the barometer is noted.
and comes back to the same chosen position in ,the curved gauge. Another reading of the
barometer is taken, and the change of pressure computed from the two readings of the barom-
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eter. These observations of the instrument shoukl be repeated about ten times. The average
of the readings is computed, and is lmown as ‘t the pressure equivalent of the bubble.”
This
may also be expressed as a ch~ue in altitude.
The mechanical statoscope requires some method by which the outlet to the external air
may be cIosed at any desired pressure.
This was done at the Bureau of Standards by means
of a specially designed hose connection as shown in the accompanying diagrams.
Figure 26
shows
the
bmmeter,4
vacuum-pump,
and
.
bell-jar connections,
and figure 27 the de
tailed tube connection.
The smaU rubber
tube of the instru.&ent is attached at (1).
Another sndl rubber tube equipped with a
pinchcock is attaohed ta the copper tubes (2}
and (3]. After these connections are made
and the s@ern is free from Ieaks, the instrument is testkd in the following manner: The
pinchcock is .Hoved so that the air ohamber
of the instrumerit is subjected to the pressure
in
the testing system, the pump is started,
RG. 27.-Det8iI of tuba cor.mwtfcmsfm mmhankd Stawcop.
and the pressure reduced ta the desired
amount.
H there is a resistance to the flow of air in the connections, the statoscope -wiI1show a
small deflection, but the pointer will come to its zero setting when the pressure ceases h change.
The pinchcock is now put on the rubber tube at (4), a pressure read@ is taken on the barometer,
and then the pressure sIowly reduced untfl the pointer of the instrument
ruovas to the fit
graduation on the dial
At this point the vacuum pump is shut off and as soon as equilibrium
is reached the barometer reading is noted.
This procedure is continued for each graduation
untiI the end of the scale is reaohed.
The pressure in the beI.I jar is now increased and observations made at each point on the scale of instrument through the zero point to the end of the
descent scale. Check readings are taken by repeat~~ the above procedure.
From these observations a table of “ prsure
equivalents” for each graduation is prepared.
TESTING METHODS

I
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APPMMTUS.

The set-up for testing rate-of-climb indicatms is shown diaggamnmtically in figure 28 and
consists of the folIowing equipment:
BeZl jars mad stand.-The
bell jars are of
gks,
various sizes being used to meet the
needs of the instruments
to be tested.
The
stand is made of a circular steel plate, 20 inches
in diameter and one-half inch thick, mounted
on three steeI Iegs. This plate is equipped
, with both pressure and electrical connections.
Two pressure connections are required for the
testing of rate-of-climb indicatcm, one for m
T
outlet to the pump, the other for the connection to the barometer, since it is necessary to RG. Z&-DIagrem of connations fm testhrg mte-cfm
indI&m%.
~e
the filction of the flow of air between the bell jar aud the barometer so that the barometer will indicate the true pressure
change (rate of climb) in the. bell jar. The beII jar is seakd to the stand with a soft paste
made of para52
besswax, vaseLine, and rosin.
be=tiasmqw
mte-of-dimb Indhtcus.
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Baronwter.-llhe barometer used was designed and constructed at the Bureau of Standards
and is provided with both pressure and aItitude scales. The altitude scale is read during tlm
tests on rate-of-c~imb indicators; and the rate of climb determined by finding with a stop watch
the time required for the mercury b fall a chosen altitude interval
This aItitude interval
should not be greater than 1,000 feet since the r~te -of climb is likely to chango during Iarger
intervals and thus give inaccurate resuIts.
By using a large-capacity
pump and vohunes of
about 12 oubic feet, a fairly ocmstant rate of climb can be obtained over a prwsure
interwd
.
. corresponding to several thousand feet of altitude.
Ca@lluy tu3e8.— The capillary tubes are adjustad so as to give the desired rati of climb
by grinding to the proper length. and by properly constricting the bore. By making up a set
of these and using them in various combinations in conjunction with a -rmiablc vohme, my
rate of climb can be produced from 100 feet up to the maximum range of any instrument
VtiNe
vokJw—This. consists of a large glass bottle (B) of about 2 cubic feet capaci~y
connecbd to the expansion tank (T) and to a seco@ bottle (B’) of tho same capacity.
By
varying the level of (B’) water can be forced to or from the bottle (B) thereby varying the
volume of the system which included the calibrating
bell jar (J). Since the pump (P) is
operated at a constant speed the same rate the change of pressure (rate of climb) in tho bell
jar can in this manner be accurately controlled.
VKhen the required volume adjustment has
been made the bottle (B’) is cut off by closing the stopcock (S),
Expatin
twk.—!l%is is a hot-water boiler (T) (fig. 28) of about 10 cubic feet capacity
which serves the purpose of adding volume to the systum.
It is insulated so as nqt to caum
any pressure changes in the system due to sudden changes in the room temperature.
Vacuum pump.—l’or ordinary testing a smfl pump (1?) (fig. 28) Connected dircctly to the
test chamber is sticient, but for rapid rate of ascent and for more accurate work a large
The ptip
used has sufficient ‘capacity to evacuate 10 cubic
pump and tank are required.
feet from 30 to 6 inches of mercury in 10 minutes.
T=TING

OF llATE-OF~

INDICATOR.

The tasts on rate-of-cilimb indicatcm used by the Bureau of Standards are arranged to
determine the accuracy of the instrument under the various conditions of flight. Tho main
factors which affect the reading of the instrument are”lag, changes of temperature, and changes
of air density.
Preliminary tati. —Each instrument is inspected for defects in workmanship, defective
tubes, and leaks. The capillary leak tube should be cletm and made of materiaI that will not
corrode.
Calibration tests.-The apparatus is aasembkd M. @licated in figure 28. A chosen rate of
climb is produced by starting the vacuum pump and opening the stopcocks connected to the
capillary tube which has been selected to give the destied rate of climb in the system.
If the
tests require that this rate be definitely speciiied-for
example, exactly 100 feet per minutothe leveIs of the liquid in the variable-volume
bottks are adjusted until this rate of climb is
obtained.
When the apparatti
gives the proper rate of climb the system is opmcd to the air
and alIowed to come back to atmospheric pressure (c.g.re of course being taken that the instru-”
ment is not damaged by being stibjected to a too rapid rate of change of pressure).
The pump is now started again, and as the mercury passes a chosen altitudo division on
the barometer, say, the 1,000 feet mark, the stop watch is started.
17hen the mercury-passes
another chosen mark on the barometer the watch is stopped and the time interval noted.
During the above operation another observer simultaneously takes readings of the instrument.
Front the ohserved time interval reqtied
for the mercu~ to pass the two chosen altitude
This operation is repeated until the desired number
divisions the rate of climb is computed.
of points on the scale of the rate-of-climb indic.stir. are tested.
The .rwults of these tads arc
charted by plotting the rate of olimb as given by” the barornetar agaitit the reading of the
instrument.
See followbg ourves (figs. 29 to 35) of various instruments tested at this bureau.
.

.
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variation of scale valued
a.Wtwde.-This testis conducted by maintainrats of climb in the test apparatus and making rate-of-drub
observations on
barometer and instrument as in the calibraaJ24 - I I I I $ 1 I
tion test, for every 5,000 feet from sea level
Line of,oerfed; colibroikm ---~
>
..
to 40,000 feet.
G
../ /
From the data obtained in them teds
La
da
&
.
the
ratio
of the calculated rate of climb
/’
t
.
.
from
the
barometer
and stopwatch obser/
$
/
.
vations
to
the
reading
from the instrument
~ /6 - ‘
/
are computed
and plotted against the
0/ 00
altitude.
1
g/2
Results of tests on various. types dre
/
/
c
shown
on the following graphs (figs. 36
/
to
40).
j8
:
*
Lag tests.-The theory of the behavior
of
rate-of-climb
indicators shows that the
/Y
~,
~4
,“ /#
@e lag depends both on the altitude and
the presm-re difference between the two
$
r<
“
ends of the leak tube- Therefore teak are
~ conducted b determine the variation of
$0 ~4”812i6
“a
Reodiq ofinstwrnenf inone Fwndredfipermlnde “24 the lag, both y-ith altitude and deflection.
The lag of the instrument is determined
FIG. 2&-CaUbration of Bureau of Standards rati-climb
ind!cator No. .2.
fi the following manner: A chosen rate of
clidf is produced in the apparatus.
When this has been held constant until the pointer becomes
is read. The calibrationtank
steady (in most cases a minute is suflkknt} the h-ent
and pump are then suddenly
32
I [
1 1 I 1.
shut off from the system thus
●* y
\
.-N
2~c affe> i%ghf ofd.me 25
stopping the pressure change in
~ : ~ ~ July
“ 2“
th~ container.
A! the ssme in- 28 --:.: :2%
stant a stop watch 1sstarted and ~
[.
then stopped when the reading :
of the instrument comes to one- ‘~*
third of its formq value. The ~
lag is the time reqyired in see- ~
ends. For a constant defle~ >20
.,
. ._
tion these readings are repeated #
every 6,000 feet until 40,000 feet ~ ,6
.
<
of altitude are reached.
The lag is alao observed for ~
a series of rates of climb, thus .5 IZ Test4 to &termine

ing a constant

0

/.

//

●

●

showing

tion.

variation

with

deflec-

$

$’

,*

Temperature tests.—A cali- $ 8
bration test is run at a tem$
‘“
perature, of – 10° C. to determine the change in slope of the
4
calibration curve with temperature, The instrument is placed
/2/6
”20242832
in a temperature chamber where
0 ‘
R~od@ ;ikv’fumenf h one w=dfietpermhfffq
it i$ kept for four hours at the
M?.SL-CUfbratIon a! B. S. rat&%Umh hrdkator No. 3 I@ Eight tests.
above temperate
to allow the.
..
instrument
to come practically
to the temperaf~e
of” its “surroundings; “then Q calibration
similar to that described above is obtained.
The following observations are made during the

*
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progress of the above test. Just after the insfmunents are placed in the odd chamber they
are observed to see if they indicate a d-cent.
This shows the efficiency of the them@ insulation. After an instrument of a liquid type has been subjected to a low temperature for two
hours the iudicatimg liquid is observed for change in its viscosity, and the mechanical type for
change in zero due ta contractions in the mechanism.
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instruments are made with the dial of the instruments
in a. vertical position.
A calibration test
If there is a co@derabIe change in the slope of the caliis repeated with the dial horizontal.
bration curve a complete set of tests as ,described above are made on the instrument with the
dial in a horizontal plane.
Inclination

tests on rndanhal

inshwnwnts. —All of. the above tests” on the mechanical
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ALTITUDE INSTRUMENTS.
PART IV.

AEROGRAPHS AND STRUT THERMOMETERS.
BY

Jomi A. C. WABNEB.

SUMMARY.

This pwt contains a description of the princi~al types of thermographs
and other aerograpbic instruments,
together with a discussion of performance characteristics
snd methods
of testing.
Direct and remote indicating strut thermometers are also included, for while these instruments
are not mechanically self-recording, they are commonly employed for the purposo of
preparing curves to show the temperature distribution at successive altitudes and are thcmforo
chiefly pf interest in connection with aerogmphic instruments.
THERMOGRAPHS.
In the field of aeronautic it is often important that a temperature-time
record be secured,
either in comection with perforrmmce tests of aircraft or in obtaining meteorological information
of value to the flyer. ‘“The thermograph is designed for this purpose, and maybe used to record
cockpit temperatures
to which the flight instruments
are subjected, or in its meteorological
capacity to record the free-air temperature at the ground or at any altitude to which it has bmm
the application of
lifted by airplane, balloon, or kite. The records thus obtained faditate
instrumental
corrections made necessary by the errors of the- instruments
due to varying
temperature conditions, or provide data for the reduction of altitude determinations
as well as
useful meteorological information
unobtainable by other means.
All types of thermographs combine some form of temperature element and recording device
with a timing or clock mecham’sm in such a mmer
that the record chart prwents a curve of
temperature
against time over some detite
period. _ The general principles of opmation are
identicaI, no matter what the particqhw duty of the instrument may be.
TEMPERATURE ELEMENT AND REC6RDING DEVICE.

The commonest types of thermograph depend for temperature indications upon oithcr the
Of these, the Efourdon tube instrument is pm-haps more
Bourdon tube or the bimetallic strip.
common and will be considered first.
Bouxdon tube typei-—The action of the liquid-filled “Bourdon tube as a taup~raturo element
is so wdl understood that very little explanation wilI be undertaken in this paper.
Suffice it
to say that the effect of varying temperatures
upon the curved metal tube of elliptical crosssection, completely filled with a liquid at the proper pressure, and hermetically sealed at its
ends, is to cause it to ~ange i~ curvat~e
~d m~me v-g
positions m the incIoscd liquid
expands or contracts with temperature changw.
Referring to fig. 1, the Bourdon elememt *
be se~- at (A), pivoted” at the end of a bracket
which holds it outside the instrument case where it may be influenced by free-air conditions.
The Bourdon element of a typical fitmment
has an elliptical cross section approximately
550
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33 millimeters aIong its major ti
by z millimeters along its minor axis, and has a Iength of
G5 millimeters along its curved edge. Ad@sting screw (B) acts upon the tube through the lever
arm attached to the pivoted end of the tube and so allows for satisfactory adjustment.
The
adjusting arm is held in place by the compression spring shown at (B). The wire frune below
the tube serves as a protection horn mechanical injury M the instrument is moved about.
At the lower or movable end of the tube and rigidIy attached to it is a connecting rod
which transmits the motion of the tube through a simple linkage, pivoted near the top of post
(C) k’ the light spr@ metal arm (D), which carries the recording pen at its outer extremity.
A thmlb nut is provided at (G) so that the pr~ure
of the pen on the chart maybe properly
regulated.
The vertical spindle @ may be moved by the small lever attached at its lower
end in the base of the instrument so as to raise the pen from the chat when the temperature
record is not d&md.
Bimetallic strip type. —The biietaIlic
strip principle has long been used in many types of
instruments tmd apparatus.
When two strips of metal with different therrrd coefficients of
expansion are firmly joined by soldering, vnWing, or otherwise alorg their entire length, a change
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Fm. 2.-BlmetaIUc 6tip than.wgmph.

in temperature caus~ a distortion so that the bimetallic strip assumes a shape approximating fm
arc of i circle. When the initial temperature is restored,the stripreturnsto its former shape.
Inasmuch as the distortion has a definite and practically tied rdation (vvifibin proper temper~
ture limits) to the existing temperature, the bimetallic strip presents itsdf as a titable
element
for a temperature-recording
instrument.
It is possibIe to combine practicality any two metaIs with different thernd
co=cients
of expansion b form a. temperature element, but in cases where a relati~ely large distortion is
dwired it is necessary h choose metals whose coefficients @Ter mat-erially.
Brass or bronze
with steel or irmar make suitable combinations.
The ratio of the coefficients of expansion at
room temperature is approximately
2 in the case of ordinary brass b st@ and 18 in that of
brass h invrm. These ratios very over a cudsiderable range, however, according to the alloys
employed.
The strips are used in the form of helices, Wshaped members, or as straight pieces. The
advantsge gained by the helical or coiled form is that the distortion which tak~ place under
varyirg temperature
conditions produces a direct rotative motion thus making the use of
linkages or levers in the recordiqg mechanism unnecessary.
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Such is the case with the American instrument shown b-y figure 2, in which the lkdical
member is seen at (A). In a certain instrument of this type th~ sti~phas”thefollowhg .approxima,te dimeneioti:
length,
355 millimeters;
width, &5 millimeter;
thicknas, 1 millimeter.
This forms a helix approximately33
miWnctcra
in Iength by 32 millimeters outside diameter.
A spindle coincident with the axis of the helix
cylinder and supported at its extremities by
bermkg posts (C) holds tho element in position and serves to trammit its motion of rctation to the light spring metal arm (D)
mounted at the end of tho spindle and carrying
the recording pm point at its outer end.
The element is provided with two adjus~
ing devices indicated by (B) which also conA still further adjustnect it to its spindle.
Fm. 3.—Itolian therm~aph.
ment may be e.tTectcxi by means of tho set
screw which holds the recordi~
arm in place at the end of ttho spindIo. Tho pen-point
pressure may be varied by the ad~usting th~mb
nut (G) and the pen raised from the record
chart by movement of the vertical rod (F) as
previously described.
Figure 3 shows an interesting Italian adap
tation of the bimetallic strip temperature
els
rnent replacing the pressure chambers of an
ordinary aneroid type of barograph, thus converting it into a thermograph.
This piwticulm
instrument
is Iprovided with two recording
pens, the first to give temperature records and
the second to mark time irttermds when acted
upon by an electromagget energized at definite
intervaIs by an intermittent
current extermdly
Fm. L4kman
thormogm+h,
controlled.
The record drum is caused to roA metal tube mountod on the case cover protate by the original barograph clock mechanism
vides for communication with the outm air so
that a satisfactory circulation around, the temperature element may be maintained,
(Lettore
represent same elements as in pfcwious description.)
.,.
Figure 4 shows a small L)imLtallic strip
(zin~steel) thermograph of German manufacture. Several interesting features are incorporated in the mechanism, such as the straight
bimetallic clemeut, the method of balancing tho
linkage (see might at end of recording mm),
and the timing mechanism which is contained
in one of the vertical record cylindem.
The
..
.
other cylinder is mounted on a movable base
—
so that the distancebetwwn
the two cyhndcm
FIG. .5.-Bare-thermograph.
may be varied by moving a lever when it is desired to remove the &art.
The instrument is constructed throughout with a view b extreme
~ightness and weighs but 624 grams:

‘
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EECOBD OHAILTAND TIMING DBUM.

The record chart and timing drum common to alI thermographs are. very similar in design
in aIl cases. The record chart, k the form of a paper strip suitably ruled and marked, is heId
in place upon the rotatiqg timing drum either by a spring strip of metal as shown in figure 1
or by havimg its ends secured by means of glue. The ordinates of the chart represent temperatures and the abscisse, time. The Bourdon tube and biietalIic
strip instruments
we
adapted to a comparatively
large range of te.rnperatm,
and so may be used with charts of
varying limits.
The initaI adjustment is made for each type of chart by mems of adj@ng
screws, as the indications axe compared with those of a standard.
The chirts generally provided cover a range of about 50° or 60° of centigrade amle, but the
instruments designed for the study of conditions at very I@jh altitudes require a greater range
with a comparatively
extreme lower limit.
A millimeter of the temperature
scale ordinarily
represents about 1° or 2°. The instruments shown by @urea 1 and 2 make a -ireeldy record
on a chart about 29 centimeters long, while the Gerhmn thermograph and French bare-thermograph each make 21-centimeter records in 5 and 6 hours, respecti~ely.
The clock mechaniam which causes the record drum ta rotate at a definite rata is usualy
contained within the drum itself.
It may, however, be mounted in the base of the instrument
as shown in figure 2. In this latter disposition the drum may be removed for the renewal of
the record chart without disturbing the clock mechanism.
By thie arrangement
the drum
is aIao lightened considerably aud friction reduced thereby.
T’i’len the clock movement is
inclosed within the drum, a space otherwise unused is utilized, and the simple handling of the
clock mechanism without involving the whole instrument is made possible.
It is important that the driv@ connections between dock movement and record drum
This dificulty may be overof an instrument for use on aircraft be ffee from Iost motion.
come in most cases by careful worbnanship
in the construction of the parts and in their adjusb
ment.
b some instances this cause of irregular drum action has been avoided by making
a direct connection between the mainspring
and drum.
The construction of the clock movement as regards the t~hne required for a complete rotation is dependent upon the kind of se.rrice for which the instrument is to be used. The common
meteorological thermograph for recording temperatures
at gromd le~el is ordinarily equipped
with an eightday clock movement which carries the drum fh.rough one complete turn in a week’s
interred, with graduations and markings on the record chart indicating the successive days—
whiIe the instrument to be used in the upper atmosphere is designed so as to proyide for a
mmplete rotation in the rnhurn
number of hours -which the ~Uht may occupy.
Certain of the more recent instruments me equipped with cIock mechanisms provided with
a gem-hifting
device -which allows the choice of several different rotative speeds.
Records of
flights o: varying length may thus be made and the time scale value adjusted so as td suit the
conditions.
THERMOGR~H C031131NA~ONS.
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The thermograph
ia often combined with otier instruments to form a single unit recording several distinct quantities against time, the records appearing upon a si@e chart.
The
barograph or the hygrograph is most frequently found in this combination.
Figure 5 shows
a baro-thermograph
(without case) of French manufacture,
the pressure markings being at the
lower part of the chart, with temperature record above.
The Bourdon tube element is underneath the base of the instrument where it is protected from mechanical injury by the cage
as shown.
(Letters represent same elements as in previous descriptions.)
A description of the lfarvin, the Fergusson, and of a French meteorogmph
will be found
below. These meteorographs
me combination. instruments
.incarporating
the temperature
element with others.
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TESTING OF THERMOGRAPHS.

Two principal” thermograph
tes~ are required for the determination
of calibration errors
and lag constant of the instrument.
The laboratory installation for this work consists of a
properly constructed temperature chamber with glass observation window and equipped with
heating and cooling coils of sticient
capacity to cover the temperature range of the instrument
under test. A fan system is usually arranged to provide proper circulation, which insures
uniform temperature conditions throughout the chamber.
A standard thermometer of known
calibration and characteristics is mounted in the chamber, where its readings maybe compared
with those of the instrument under test.
CMibration tist.-The
instrument
is first put into propor running ordor with tho clock
mechanism functioning and the reqording pen making a fine lino upon the record charL
The
adjusting screws are then regulated to make the reading cm.rect -for $ho surrounding texnporature.
The thermograph is next placed in the chamber, which is than closed and tho test begun.
The temperature of the chamber is fit raised to the upper limit of the instrument in two
or three stages of approximately
equal tdrnperaturq intervals.
At each stage the temperature
is held constant for a sufficient period to allow the pen to come to rest and for the standard
Readings of _the thermograph and standard are taken.
to reach its equilibrium temperature:
The thermograph
is then shaken and the reading taken again.
The diilerence in thaw two
readings is the friction error of the instrument:
The heatiug coils are then disconnected and the temperature
allowed to fall. In case
it is desirable to deterrnhe, the ,magnitude of hysteresis effects, the descent from the higher
temperature may aIso be made in stages and
~6
the “up” and “down” readings compared.
The same procedure as outlined abovo is fol:! 4
Ibwed
for the lower part of the scale by bring*$ 2
ing the cooling coils into action.
~?o
A thermograph
calibration
curve is
h.*
shown
by
figure
6.
The
large
departures
-.20
-/0
o
10203
O”.
W
7hermogm,d7
readihg
-“C
at
the lower end of the tcmporature
scale
are
due
primarily
to
the
change
in
tho
ratio
Fm 6.-Thermograph
caIfh’ation
curve.
of the eflective lengths of the lever arms
as the deflection increases.
The simplest method of overcoming this error is to determine
by experiment
the deflections corresponding to given temperatures,
and to rule the chart
accordingly.
If, however, the thermograph
is adjusted to cover some temperature intarval
other than that for which the chart is prepared, the ruling will in general show calibration
errors, since the adjustment shifk the position of the lever arms with reference to the chart.
Lag tat.-Considerab1e
lag is found in even the best thermographs.
In the determination
of the lag constant, temperature. chamber and standard thermometer are used as in tho above
test: The temperature
of the air immediately surrounding the thermograph is first carefully
detiimined.
The heating coils in the chamber are then connected and the temperature of tho
chambar brought to a point 10° or ,15° warmer than that of the instrument under test. The
thermograph is then quickly transferred to the chamber and careful note is made of the timo
required for the difference between the instrument reading and the chamber tempm-ature to bo
reduced to # times its. original vahe.

It is in order to simphfy

mathematical

calculations

in

which occurs the value e (equal to 2.718), base of the I?aperian system of logarithms, that tho
.
fraction is customarily taken as $.s As an example, let us wume
that the initia~ difTer~ce
between thermograph indication and chamber temperature is 10.8° C. The lag constant would
be taken as the number of seconds required for the thermograph indication to reach to within
lBullethr of the Bur&m of Stfmd&rds, vol. 8, pp. 669-714. Thcrmometrla La& by D. R. Harper, 3d.
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It is T@ to make several observations

each time bringing the
of this time lag constant with the chamber at various tamperaturw,
instrument back to its original temperature before making a new test.
Clock test.—’l!he clock maybe compared with s standard timepiece in order to investigate
its proper functioning and to determine the errors in rotative speed of the timing drum.
This
test should be made with the record chart in place and with the pen resting thereon as ,jn actual
servioe.
,
Olock meohanism subjected in service to very low temperatures should be given low temperature twts.
As is the case with other instruments,
the mechanism should be warmed after
these tasts so = to &ive out any colleoted moisture which might otherwise cause cwrosion.
It may be advisable in some casas to conduct additional tests such as that to determine
the effect of vibration, but this procedure is ordinarily unnecessary.
Additional tati.-lk
ctse the thermograph is IikeIy tube subjected to vibration during use,
as, for example, on an airplane, it is advisabIe to conduct
a vibration test by mounting the
instrument on a vibrating board and determining whether the action of the recording penis
It should not show excessive vibration.
satisfactory.
A tilting test may also be cxmducted by placing the instrument in various positions and noting
the changes in position of the pen.
It is sometimes advisable to make a presum test on Bourdon tube th&mographs.
In a
properly constructed instrument of this type very little effect is noticed with the decrease in
atmospheric pressure which takes place with changing ahitudes.
h case it is desirable to
investigate this point, the instrument may be placed in a vacuum ohamber in which the pressure
is reduced to correspond to the maximum aItitude and minimum temperature
for which the
instrument is to be used. There should be no appreciab~e change in ‘the indications of a properly fled imtrument
w the presure is reduced, if the temperature is kept constant.
Care should be taken to see that the Bourdon tube contains sufficient Iiquid to keep the tuke
under pressure throughout
the temperature
range measured.
Otherwise the apparatus may
exhibit an erratic and irregular behavior.
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KITE MEI!EOEOGR.WH.

illustrated by figure 7 is the hkrvin kite meteorograph,
designed by Prof.
The instrument
C. F. lfsrwin, Chief of the ~nited Stak
Weather Bureau.
Intended for use in exploring regions of high altitude, this instrument is very light in weight (1,138 grams) tmd makes simultaneous records of atmospheric pressure, temperature, relative humidi~, and wind velocity upon
q suitably divided record sheet mounted upon a timing drum.
In service this instrument, inclosed m its protective case, is secured in proper position on an
aircraft or inside a kite hawing sufficient lifting power to csmy it to the desired sltitude.
The
screening tube seen above the record drum in @m 7 contains the anemometer for air velocity
meswrement,
the temperature element for t-peratm
memurememt, and the hygrograph hair
which serves as the sensitive element for humidi~ records.
The aneroid pressure element is
seen in its position between the screening tube and record drum.
AII of these sensitive elements
camect through suitable devic- and linkages with pens resting upon the record chart.
Air velocity elernent.—The air veIocity element consists of a small memometer fan mounted
cm ~Uht bearings inside the forward end of the screening tube.
The rotative motion of this
anemometer element is transmitted throq~h worm gearing to a cwn. A lever connected to the
recording pen pivot hews against the cm so that as the Iatter comes to a certain period in its
!lIhe pen and lever
motion the lever is pulled down and the pen makes a mark upon the chart.
then ret~
to their original positions, and the action is repeated at inter-ids whose length
depends upon the pitch at which the fan is adjusted.
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Temperature elemeni.—This instrument depends upon a bimetallic (bronztiinvar) strip for
the temperature records.
The element, 25 millimeters in width and bent into circular form, is
mounted in the screening tube, and its free end, which changes position in a definite and rcguhr
manner with temperature variations, is “connected to the recording pen arm by means of a simple
linkage.
An adjustment .is provided for changing the initial position of the pen upon th~ record
chart, and another device nmkes it possible to vary the scaIe value as desired.
Humidity elemeti.~imilar
to most devices for recording indications of relative humidities,
this metaorograph employs a series of human ~airs which have the property of changing their
length with varying condit~ons of moisture.
Instegd of combining the hairs in the usual bundle
form, the designer has mounted them separately, which enables the hairs to coma into equilibrium with the surrounding air more promptly.
Two sets of hairs are mounted longitudinally
in the screening —tube upon suitable flxt~es provided with the necwsmy adjustments,
and the
element is conne~ted by direct l~age
to tho recording
pen. Inasmuch as the change in length of the hairs is not
linear with respect to the humidity change, it is necessary
k~:d
‘ to provide a special s~e for the individual ~~cm~n~ employed.
Adjustments
are provided for varying tho Gcale
i ..: “value and for controlling the initial position of the rccordyt;.:”
;* ;i
ing pen upon the chart.
~jj!
iI.i:::j
~
Pressure. e~ement,—rl%o niclml-phitcd steel nneroid
1
~
chambers provided with internal steel springs arc cmployed as the pressure sensitivo element of this instruIn the photograph they are clearly seen. mounted
1 ment.
=::2-<
-.--,----....
...... ..
betweeu
the screening tube and record drum.
A suihble
&.m.l+.—
.— r-.
-,. - .
1linkage connects the aneroids with tho rccordigg pcn so
that the latter traces the pressura curve upon t.hc chart
with expansion or contraction of the flexible steel aneroid
chambers as the external air preesurc changes.
A small
quantity
of. air allowed to remain within the aneroid
ch~bers
is intended to compensate in part for deflection of the element due to tampemturo
variation.
A
bimetallic strip in the comecting linkage is also provided
for this purpose.
The scale value may be varied by adjustment of the. liiage.
‘
Record drum and chuTt.-The record chart is properly
ruled to receive the traces of the pens conncctcd with the
]
four
elements.
The wind curve comes at the top of tho
Fm.7.—3fm_inmetmrogmph.
sheet, with those for temperature, pressure, and humidity
occupying sucwshe spaces over the ~ed chart.. The latter is held upon a removable timing
drum with clock movement indosed.
The dru~. makes a complete rotation in an eightAour
9
period.
Instrument howkg. —The protective housing (shown in place in the illustration) slips over
the instrument so that no part is exposed excepting the screening tube which contains the several
sensitive elements.
Two bakelite strips insulata.the
tube from the case. A mica observation
window is provided for the inspection of the re~iding
elements when the housing is in place,
!.., . . ..b

I

THE FRRGUSSON METmROGRAPH.

One of the most interesting of recent developments is the meteorograph by S. P. Fergusson,
It is essentially a modified baro-thermometeorologist of the United States Weather Bureau.
hygrograph designed with a view to extreme lightness, thus making it pos~ble to carry it to
(l!h~ instrument with its case (see fig. S) weighs
great altitudes by means of soundkg balloons.
but 180 grams, as compared with 400 “grams, tb weight of the next heavier instrument of its
type.
In addition to its lightness, it possessessever~ otherimportant advantages~aenoted in
the briaf description which follows:

,
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Temperature eknwnt.-!.t%e bronmhvar

bimetallic strip temperature element upon which
this meteorograph dependa for temperature records is mounted in the vertical screening tube tit
the right side of the instrument where it is exposed to the circdat~~
air. The mounting is so
designed and arranged as to avoid the eftecta of radiation and conduction from surrounding
parts.
The strip is bent into circular form and its free end is connected by a simple Iinkage to
the recording styhs which reds upon the record drum.
one millimeter of the te.mperatue
scale represents a change of 2° C.
Humidity element.—The humidity ek.rnent is composed of six or eight series of human hairs
of three strands each. They are mounted upon suitable fixtures aud extend vertically inside
Tension on the hairs is maintained by a flat spring, one end of which is
the screening tube.
comected to the recording stylus.
A-ea.suw elenzeruh-Perhaps
the most interesting feature of this instrument
is the method
for obtaining a comparatively open scale for the presmre records which may cover p~ctically
the entire ~~e
of atmospheric pressures.
Inasmuch as the pressure scale becomes greatly
contracted at extrendy
high tdtitudea~ thus making the records uncertain, it is desirable that
a special arrangement
be made in the instrument
desigg so
as to compensate for this chtiacteristic.
The preswre eknent
itseIf is a common form of exhausted Bourdon tube with one end securely ked
to the instrument base and with its movable extremity actirg upon the
recording stylus through a Iinkage of ingenious design.
It is
this linkage which cares for the open-scale feature mentioned
in the preceding paragraph by caus~~ the recording stylus
to make two traverses of the record chart.
The fist or up~+.~:”
ward traverse covers a certain range in altitudee and the sec., ---ond or downward trace continues the record to the upper
Iirnit. It is also possible by the adjustment of this awe
to
vary the scale so that a certain upward motion of the stylus
,.. .
has a value equal to twice that of the do~ward
motion in
L
order that emill pressure changes above 10,000 meters may
be determined with greater precision than would be possible
—
with
a uniform scale.
Fm. &-Fqmson metearcgraph.
Record drwn and cjiurt.-The record drum seen at the left
of the illustration
surrouqda the dock movement which is mo~ted
upon the base plate.
The clock causes the drum to turn throughcme complete rotation in one hour and is so designed
and connected h the latter that the clock may be ~wound by turning the drum backward;
the number of turns depends upon the munher of rotations desired for the record.
The chart or record sheet is made of very thin sheet aluminum (0.03 milheter
in thiclm@
wrapped once around the drum and with the ends secured by a speciaI Iock joint.
In making
the inrh-ument ready for service a layer of smoke is depoded
upon the tilurninum chart by
holding it (in place on drum) over a camphor or kerosene flue.
The recording styli rest
upon this smoke W and make tie Iines as the drum rotates.
h addition. to the recording
styli mentioded above, there is a fourth one which is bed so as ta mark a base line at the
bottom of the chart.
A stylus lifter is provided to r~
the mrkera horn the chart when no
record is desired.
Finally, the record maybe tied or made fast, tdter it has been obtained, by
applying a suitable preparation” (white shellac and glycerin) which hardena the flhn. The
record is crmmi.ned and evaIuated by the use of a transparent scale suitably divided.
The d@gner of this instrument has endeavored. to avoid complication m that the parts
may be easily and economically marmfact~ed
md assembkd.
The entire instrument,
ineluding the case, ia constructed with a view to compactness and lightness without 10SS of
rigidity.
The outside kmgth of the instrum~t
is 210 millimeters, the height 90 @Uimeters,
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and greatest width 85 millhneters.
The clock drum is 80 millimeters
in diameter, with a time scale of 3 millimeters per minute,

in height, 57 millimeters

PBENCH BABO.THERMO.HYGROGRAPH.

Figure 9 shows a view of a bara-thrrno-hygro~aph
of French design. The instrumen~ is
similar to the baro-therrnogmph
shown in figure 5 of this paper, with the exception that in this
instrument the hygrograph element is added.
Ternpera$u.ra eZ.emerd.—The Bourdon ‘tube tiperature
element is miunted
u“derncak
the instrument base, where it is protected from mechanical injury by a shcakmetal framework.
A simple linkage connects it to the recording pen arm resting upon the uppermost section of
the chart, which is ruled to cover a temperature range from minus 300 C. to plus 30° C. in a
00 milIimetar vertical direction.
-

r
FIG. 9.—Frenoh Lmro-thermehygrograph.

usual form of hair hygrograph element is employed,
A bundle
Humidity element. —The
of approximately
25 hairs is mounted upon fixtures upon the right-hand vertical frumo mction
of the instrument.
Tension adjustments
are provided.
A small hook looped over the hairs
midway between the supporti is connected with a pivoted lever which carriw an arm shaped
in the form of a cam and resting upon a second pivoted cam-shaped arm which transmits its
motion to the recording pen. These cams are held in contact by a light spring in tcmaion.
This arrangement tionverts the changes of hair length so. as to make the rmording pen moveThis makes possible the use of an evenly
ment linear with respect to humidity changes.
divided humidity scaIe, which is seen at the center of the chart.
This section is 60 millimetms
in height and is divided into 50 equal spaces.
a double aneroid element is used. “This is
Prewwe ei!emati.—& in the bare-thermograph,
connected through a simple linkage with the recording pen, which movm over the lowest portion
of the chart and covers a range from 750 millirnetm
to 150 milhetm
in a height of scale of
60 millimeters.
Record drum and ciiu.rt.-The record drum, whi~ contains the clock mechanism and upon
which the chart is heId in place by a spring cIamp, has a height of 208 millimeter
and a diamohw
It makes a complete turn in a period of eight houm.
The
of approximately
67 millimeters.
chart is 190 millimeter
in height,
complete with case waighe about
Ind?wnent dhnen@om. —This baro-thermo-hygrograph
1,456 grams.
It stands about 30 centimeters high, has a width of 10 centimetm,
and a
length of approximately
22 centimeters.
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STRUT THEE%1OMET!ERS.

previously outlined in this paper, the proper reduction of aircraft performance data
k
requires the use of figges showing free-air temperatures
observed at various altitudm during
flight. The strut thermometer,
so called beoause of its usual Iocation on the strut of an airphme where it may be affected by free-air conditions, is most often used for this purpose and
The hyo principal types wilI be considered
for similar duty in other experimental
@ht.
in this paper.
REXOTE-NDIC~TNQ
HQmll-~=ON
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The liquid qxpansion principle which
types of airplane engge thermometer
is
fad the same arrangement and meohanisrn
ably k either capacity. The liquid-Med

forms
also
with
bulb
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the basis of operation of one of t-he common
used in strutithermometer
construction.
In
slight moditlcations may be used interchmge-”
with its radiation b
& 10) is mounted in a

tkmomek+.
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suitable nosition on the airoraft,rusuall~ on a shut or on the Ianti
gear. An ~mem
k tie
tempaa~ure of the bulb causes “tie coked
liquid ta expand, Whih-= turn produc= a motion
of the Bourdon eIement in the indicatir with which the buIb ie connected by means of m
armored capikry tube of he bore. The Bourdon tube is formed in sevwtd concentric helical
coils, and its movable end connected to the indicating pointer through a bimetalh-strip helicii ooil. This bimetallic strip member is provided to compensate for the changes in the temperature of the g~e and tubing. The strut bylb sihould be shieIded from the direot rays of
the sun by some cumm.gementwhich will permit satisfactory air circulation around the bulb.
A complete discussion of this type of instrument maybe found under the title “Thermometers
for Aiioraft Engines,” Part III of Report No. 129.
In order. to allow for a more open scale, the dials of strut thermometers
have a greater
diameter than those of the engine instruments,
and the scale oovera a range of about 80° C.,
An instrument of h
type reeently examined had a dhd
with –40° or – 500 as lower li@t.
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10 centimeters in diameter, with a sticiently
open scale to allow for readings to within one or
two tenths of a degree.
Suitably designed therrnomet&e of the vapor:pressure
type ~y
also be readiIy adapted
for use as strut thermometers.
LIQUID-COLUMN GLASS TYPE.

The second type of strut thermometer
shown in the photograph is a liquid-cohmm glass
thermometer of usual form, designed for the proper temperature range and so mounted in its
backing as to make it re@y
adaptable to use on an airplane.
This instrument is ordinarily
fastened to a strut of the airplane where it is subjected to an unobstructed
circulation of free
The bulb is surrounded by a brass case intended
air and is easily observed by the test pilot.
to protect it from mechaniud injury and also to shield it from the direct rays of the sun.
The wooden -back@ of the glass thermometer
tube is so shaped as to accommodate itself
to the strut form, and felti strips are protided @ avoid marring the strut when the instrument
so as to make po=iblo the
is strapped in place. The scale is graduated and proportioned
correct reading of the instrument to within about 1° C. from the pilot’s position.
TESTING OF STRUT THERMOMETERS.

A detaded descriptive treatment
of thermometer
testi@ methods and apparatus may bo
found in Part III of Report No. 129, under the title “Thermometers
for Aircraft 13ngines.”

